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ABSTRACT

Recent studies Mite focused attention on the fact that residents of

inner-city neighborhoods are subject to greater amounts of pollutants

than are other neighborhoods of large cities. In this study, Pollution

and the Municipaiity, the premise is set forth and investigated at the

metropolitan scale, seeking to discoveediffekences -of impact between

the center -city and its suburbs.

The report hypothesizesr-differentials of a get lralized metropolitan

area, by rollutant types,. by interpreting diverse information sources.

The findings were looked at in the light of standards imposed by federal

and state regulation, first uniformly enforced, then implications for

variable enfoicement.
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INTRODUCTION

The_- purpose -of this research is threefold. First-,
current teVelS of environtental -differentials-existing:
between_ inner- city and- -suburban iodates -will be -reviewed=
with emphasis- -UpOn the-sources and -nature of center -citv
-environmental -pollution as they are linked to the- olluters..

, the' effectS- -of environmental pollution on- buman_
=health:are-dismissed, Finally, the ramifications- of =uni=-
fOrinly enforced -Federal environmental standards -to center:city locales and--don-analyzed-p-opulatiOnS: ate- _analyzed.

The- methodology applied- to the gueStionS of uniform
application -of -Federal controls to the -center -city involves,=a- revieW_ of Current research in: the field= of environmental
pollution. This- is done through a preSentation_ of -cate-
studieS- -an& survey datar_.-

In -order to _analyze the differenceS between suburban
and center city -envitbnmental -guality,_ the =chardoteristics
of each= area irtitSt be -established and the sources of the-_---H-
difIerenceS-idiSdoVered. The -potetitial -deVetopiiierit: of
ft:AmityTenforced= :Federal- =controls can Only be -acdomptished_

concepts -are understood in _an oberationally
= signif=icant -manner.

I.A =Center city_And, 'Suburban _Differentials-

=Fo-_ r (thi S= r epor t r a =dif ferentiat ion, ite -made between= the
center -locale= and the
tan----,tommunity is- =subdivide& into- the_poptila ciori= reSiding
"inside the= -central _city -or citle-S_"- an& the- polo_iitation-
retiding, -'1Outside the :central -City -or ditieS=.-"4 It_ it= the-
pOp_ulation: inside the- =central :City =or c-itteS -which -defines:.
the- tenter _City lo_date. -The -Ottside- _area is=Commonly
referred to as the 'suburban ring-.-2- T=his suburb_an= -eings

defines the- suburban= iodate in -this report. -The
-center -city is -also= ,diStinguished from the suburb =by its
greater -development and-more ,denSe epOpulation.

It Is- also- necessary to= distinguish between -the- =natural=
and the built -environments of the -center -city. The natural
-environment ,_ -as= =defined =hore,_ constitutes those physical:
-OhatadteriStICS= -ecistirig: in- :natural fOrms._ The= -components-
-of -the -natural -enVirohnient._are -ainbient -air water resoiiiees,
Solar. =energy,_ _soil-, Vegetation_ -an& ter=restrial and aquatic-
anital_ life, Noise-, -=Scitid-maStes-,_ radiation = and toicto-
cheinicat :substances- =are idonSidere& -a-t- :additions- to= the-
-natl.-2ra' _environment ,proclude& by =natural and- man =made= -pro=
det-belr. The built _environment -as=-definedi -here -cordprises:
the_ ilittildingss=, roadS,_ transport_ -systems ir -pipe- tineS,- _powei
liries==and,ather =Man-made= =strudtures_ in -the- =center =City
locale.,



DemograP_Ilic_ -Data_.

The -demographic -compodition_ -of the center city -differs
f rom that P;f. the suburbs. The center city is -Characterized-

-by -a -higher median age-, lower median income, -higher percent -4
poor and -a- -higher _percent non- white -. The _media
the -center_kdity- IS 3-0_.I years compared = to 26.9-

ri
years in the

suburban lodale_. People over 65 =compote 111.1 percent -of the
central -city _poPulations as= compared- to 7-.;5 perdeht of the-
suburban =population. Race - specific -data indicate =a -similar
_Age distribution= for those _age& 65-an&-oVer.

The median income _for all fainilieS re-siding= in the
center -city wat -$7,420- compared to -a median income ,Of- $8416W
f or suburban_ familie-S.3 -Besides the lower median- intOme-
earne&by-denter city famil=ies; -a larger proportion of these
t egidehts earn incomes classified- _as- "beiow:_pOVerty
Cenids =data- -collected= 197_0 show -that =percent-of- t)te-_
population- -withitv the center city are below-the; -poverty-
level-.41-

RaceSpecific data- indicate _a= substantial =_difference= in
the- perdeht =of- the black population_ residing- within, -the- .

c-ehter :City -As= =coMpake& to= _the- =stiburbah= :_the-=-Pret:Por
tioh-=;of bladka= intide the central city_IoCales= -vat-greater
for` metropol=itan- _areas:of 40004=000= or- More, thein-±smaIler

-Metropolitan, areas- in 1170.
--The-Se statistics present the =current -demographio

bution- -_of the -metropolitan= population_ -within- -center =city- and
subUrban=_locales=:_ Ilistorically,_ =a selective= prOCess of out-
-migratiOh --has= :produde& _ah=-ethhicalIy_ --hOtOgeheOte- dehter -City.
It =h1ipOthe_Site& that thit- SeledtiVe shil ting__Of-the =_=popu-'-
lation__to the skbUrba- -readit -black itajOrities- in=
_most important =citiea- in the in this =decade-.1- -Campbell
and- Shal_ala -hote- that the- phenomehon =of -"White -middle-i.-01056-=
=exodus"- to the =suburbs- =started= in the 1-940'4:26-

-To- :sum r the- -areas= =of investigation_ -are= the =cei:- cer -city
and the= =suburban= locale4_ -defined- by- the 'Cehsus= atireau= ,ts-=
that _area-- ihside= the- =central -city =or-outside the-cehtral
=dity,_ _respectively.- -Structural=ly,__ the= center- =City- is more
dentely =pOptilate0--=ah&-More-= developed`._ -Distributional -data:
show= _a: lower :median income-4_ ;higher: Median= -age-, -greater -pro-
portion= =age =6k and-, oVer-and, a, 'higher perceht
t ion._ It ia_ thi& risk_1:_opulatiohtfto-- which the---research
addresses itsel=f in_ the- foIloWihg, =section:5= =of -this= report.

I;C, =Overview of =Research=

The- prOblein= of -eliyironmerital -differehtials= isi==esseh--
tially=a= - question- of apecifyihg= what the levels =of ipOrlwr-
tiOn= are- -ah& -determining: -who- is --brOdUcing the:lie-differs:1=r
tial levels.__ The-forloWiht findings- =suggest that -the =oehter
city lone is- =different from= the_ :suburban- lodeild: -because= =of-
-a= greater- magnitude -of- -poIlUtantS. AS= previonsly -state-44_
-eadh, =pollutant -categiory Is= =comprehensively-covere& ih=

.1



relation- to differentials in sources of pollution, health
effectE and pollution controls. Each category has c4uNal
otpafioang_q whet}- 4.1)147PaOing the =094rP444= and- natute of
dirferent441 pollution, pie gauges of varying leVele ofpollution. arg a function of the peculiar internal
of the = center city. The following data are presented
support the hypothesis the the internal strUr-ture of the
cilnter city is associated =with its differentially pollOted,
environment

The first category, t"6: a covered is that of air =pollu-!
tton and i_ tS affect ubon<pte center city,

r--
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SECTION -II

AIR POLLUTION-

II.A Air Pollution (Center City. vs. Suburban)

Air pollution has- been- an integral-part of the Center.
city so long- that Many- of its resident_ s Rhardly .notice its
presence. It...b=eeoine- a feature of the Iaridscap_e_, like
stop lights. cFvf the poor who reside in the -center city,
air pollution_ another_ indignity that -must be -eridured. ,

It seems r̀elatively _minor, however, when Compared to- iunerti,
-PlOyMent, _and- discrimination._

-This_ Seotion- -will -define- air pollutionF describe -how _

it is measured, and compare :center city _and- suburban -differ-.
ential- levels of air pollution. This information -will firSt
=show that air pollution is worse in the -Center -of_ cities
than in the stibUibS= secondly it Will -eXamine the bealti-
effects of -air op011utants -center city and SUburb_an-'ateat:
thirdly the sources -of air pollution-,_ and finally, air-
pcilatition scontrolS.

The -EnvironmenIaf Protection= Agency .(EPA)` thas=-deeignated-
eix e=lement-s of the -atmosphere- -as- air poIlutantsJ. Also,
there -^re= proposed, 'Federal standards. for airborne-Iead._
These_ be-discussed in- thiS report as- a-,-unique :problent
of the -center ,==ttity.

Air- pol-rution is measured= by Monitoring:both aMbieht
air- qual=ity and point source emissions, -Ambient _air- is:
=chemically monitored= in Small stations= placed: around: _a=li-city_.
-triiiSSion'idata- are -gathered from point sources_, -ec_g=._ factories-

'sources _&*omobile-s1 trucks etc. Level=s- are
measured directly by -olacing-radnitoring -devices-one the-_-source-
=Or _-by -e-st-imating the amount -Of -emiSSIonS, frota-_the=:amOunt _and=
-type: of _Materials- ConStpled; and the _doilipletene-ss_-Of =the-

omb its tkory r

II: Ambient_Air Data

Daily -hour mbient _air =data, _averaaed: into monthly-
'

-and- -seasonal means- form the-most _accurate picture for analy,=!
sis-i_ When- =plotted= on- _a_ regional map -ambient -data=_ -can_ be,
used to compare de--:titer City and -Suburban: air -en*Iity. -The-

,areas -of. highest POPulation -and- iriduStrial -deriSity! soh-araC=_
teti.sti-cs of, the-center -City, laVe the-:greateSt levels of
-S02- and particulates-.-

Similar -1 =y,_ analysis -mobile -Source- data- -suggestS-a
-relationship- between= Iarici- use Iresidentiai and induStrial
=density): traffic- _density, and leVeis of - polsl_ utants :(Carbon=
monoxide-, and -OxidantS)=.

-".The7 findings with =respect to lead= appear to-.s-uppott
the 'hypothesis- of pollution- ,ffifferentialS. Data 'indicate= '

-that :annual 7,,evells -of lead- were- thigher in- the: =Urbanite&
industrial and dammercialt-areas- than- i_ n- residential and
rural areas':



=Comirehezisi 'ambient- ait quality data from -several
*tat-ion-6- Within -a d- Outside the central city _are rare for
Most cities -. Data _ate needed- -over several years to provide
a Comprehensive -pi ture_ kid- -oper .f such monitoring-
looitticins- _is- =expens Ve ol ies witho t o -sive
-ambient _air =monitori syStems, a diffusion- model is-_a u
-ful 'xiethod- of- analysiS.

I

ilii'fftitiOn models most graphically deMonstrate the
-deriter--citY-;.stbutban differentials_ ii_ air =pollution!. Dif,-
tuition -itiodeliv_ -(see_ Appendik -7)1 for sul=fur oxides -, particu-
late-0_4 and carbon monoxide in five American_ -Cities shOw-
donsiatently- that the highest leveis'Of air pollution are
in the c enter of the city.
II:C Air Pollution Sources

There are- t-housandt -of sources of air- -pollution=
every Each bome- heater:, -car, and- factory contributes-
t6 air_ 011Ution-: The great4d-ensity of theSe possible'
polluters in--the city results in the= generation of -over
percent= of the total air pollution -_on only 2 percerit of the-.
land =area -6-f this ,country- Sixty-,seven _percent of the
-Carbon-moriokide. 56- _percent of the =stilfu-k--ditides-i -54 percent
of =the. _nitrOVen: :63 _percent ._of the i=hydrocarbons,_ and=
53= -padent_ =of -the partictilateS7 eitittedi -are within_-renter
-CiareaS:=31

The priMary source= of -ea. =emissions- is incomplete- d-om,=._.
busti6n- of fossil petroleum= and.-coal-Eprodlidt,S._-
These -fuels 'prOvide the- =energy that runs= the -Cars= _and:
indU-stries-, -and_ eats -Offices- _and= -th-OmeS. (Other isbUrceSi
indltide-_ leakage- _and- proceSs Sources = can -,also -be
Cate/or-its& -by- the proprietorS- -of -the _so,Urces,
industriaL, commercia=l=, municipal, and residential.

II- .;_C Industrial Sodroes
Industrial sources_ -can-, be =broken= -down-- into= two- typeS14-

-heavy -manUfactUring, process- losses- _and large boiler emis-
Heavy=!mantfacturing, inOlUdes- -ceMent-,, and

paper- pulp- prOduation-._ ;Nationally-,_ they -cOntribute_ a- --wide
-variety==of emissions including- 22' percent of the: =sulfur
=oxides,- 26,=.-5- Peroent _Of the- -partictaates-, percent -of
the Jiitrogen = -9,-.z6 -percent _of the-Carl:On= 1:11(ih-ok-ide-s:,
and 1.2' -percent'Of the airborne- lead: Industrial- boilers=
reMit two pc-Mutants- in significant -quantitles_: percent
-of 'the= -eUltur -oxides- and- I-1 percent -Of the _partidulates-.

,:Corionercial -and= institutional -solik_des: include- ,

establishniente_,_ public = buildings,_ office 'bui=ldings -,, --and -tote-
indlistridei. Their- pollutants- Ate. primarily frOm
-heating_--plantS;,_ -which emit_ percent of the", sulfur

-oxidet==natiOnWide._ -The- -use-of -organid- solvents= -by dry
1cleaning.-esfablisluilents: reStirts= in the- =etki:3-Sionlrof- -941-
per dent :of-the= -hydrocarbons_ in= the: -air.



2 Municipal-- Sources-

Muhidipal -sourdes- incldde utilities and solid- wastecombustion. Tower -plants are- one -of the -Most eignifidant
d- _Ourdes, emitting. -49 '-percent of the =sulfur oxides, 26 per,-
4ent_ _of the-- partidulates, =and 23 -percent of the --nitrogen=oxides. Indineration _and-open burning of trash reSpicinsi;,.=bid= for 2.-5 percent of the nitrogen oxides, 7=.6- percent -of-
the carbon- monoxide -, -5 perdent,i-of the -hydrOcarbons _and- 3percent of the particulates.

Mobile sourced- can- be defined as- anything that inotres_and- -tided a petroleum -or -coal based fuel as a_ power =sourde.
incltdes Oars, :buses-r airplaries,_ trucks,- trainsi -boats

ands- ships,- -and off -road- VehicieS. Their -dontribUtioh isUrge-, emitting- -64- percerit of the -catbon-=-MonOxide,- 51 per,.
-centyrOf the -hydrocarbons, 39 percent of the .nittbgeri.oXides-,_-4-percent of the _particulates, _and- 2.-5 perdeht -of- ithe Sulfdtoxides. =PhOtocheinical okidanta -are- produded- almost_ -exclu.=.aiVely. =from the reaction of gasoline -combustion_ eMissionS
with- NO=2- _and- tunlight:5 The automobile, with its_ ,heaVip-vie.
of leaded_ -gasoline, is the tource_=of -95- percent -,of the-air=borna lead.6

=Residential heating -Unita ariao- add :=p4-1-Ititarits_ tO- the--a r. They etitlipproxiMately -=5- =percent. of =the_ -SW:fur :oxides==anti l percent'o-Sthe --paiticulates. Table 1 -sturedarizt_e--air-polldtants- by =their respect_ ive =sources.-
_

The percentages =cited- _rePreseht :national -diattibdt-'7-pnd.-
However4 _pollutants- are: -not -evenly- =distribdted -Over the-
--country.- =Definite geographical tendencies: -are==exhibite& for-soma -p011-Utants. -SdIftir oxides have t_ hes?most pronounced
-geographidal biag-,_ with 60 sperdent, of this pollutant -foUnd
in =seven -mortheastern- =states_:._ New York, -Penn-sylVania-, 'Ohior

Kentucky- Indiana,- and Illinois.- -These_ _cOnderitra-!
-a= result -Of the -_use _of =cbal _and: fuel =oil=as the major source of le-at and= -energy. =COndehtkation-S- in

Texas_ and"-_-Arizona- -are- _also-. =high- but -these- =are -dde- to.=
&del:tering, plants -rather than - use of 'high- sulfur ue1_s. -7

AlthOd_g particulates -come- froM -a -_great vat fiety'_o
-SOurded-,_ they- are found in the= =heaviest -qtantitierts-. --coalbdrhing areas. -Sudh -areas includ&pider =cities _which-, have-
-Spade heating- mnitar. -and= '!older =coal, =burning- p flants: orheavy induttry_.q- -

-_dontraat,- mobile entissions- fO1lOw= the Pattern-of
urbanization._ Carbon -Monad-de- is= the- best illudtratOr ofthis pattern. Carbon =tionokide- -(CO)1.--dOndentration- has

a- relationthip- =With- popu/ratiOh-=':den-dift-y-.
=densely= pOpulated, oldei igen-ter- --dity_ hfo-st cases =haa -a -,-greater- -number of- automobiles= per =Square-lid-1e- than -other

The center ,city -as -a transport_ -nexus- :has-been
cussed by -Duncan-.-9 It has =been estimated= that -MashingtOn-,_,
D.C. =maintains- -41000 registered automobi=les --per -sqdire-

-14estern_ and =newer' -cities, =which have -grown, since_ the.
introduction -of the= -automobile,_ have- the-- largegt pet = capita=
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Iri -a_ sainple of 281 cities in the -nation (see
Table three- of 10 cities with the highest -CO emit-,

_per_ capita- per --year were in the far Vest-, three --were
and two in the -Midwest, 1Minneap011s=8t. Rata -and

`Kansas being roughly proportional to -atitOnib-bile emssions,.-also- 'a:Vett-ern -biat. -af 27 cities
reVelt- exceeding_ tigt_m3_, 15 are west of the .

--RiVer_, including four of- .the five- citiet- 'With= `_

=highest 1_6V:elsll = Oxidant levels = are higher in =Western
also. :Of-tweltre-Cities measured- --f6r oxidant levels-,-

five of seven-- --Western cities -had levels- -above ppny=OnE at ___ __reatt .10: percent of the days- measured_. Nore _of:the --Eastern
cities- reached:that level more than 63 -pert-eat -of the:days=
measured. l2

The-effect-_-on-the center =City _ketident_ of these: varia".
_lions Ziffers- -depending on -the- --Thcise---1-iyingLin the-
old northeastern cities= have the moat =serious- potential:
effect}._ They live .in -older- houting _iinitt=-with-=-COal*utning
- furnaces -, the =density of- mobile _ernitaiOnt_ Per
-are=-14-44her _and_ they -are exposed- to generally -higher revels-_.
.-of_ Safur oxide- producing, industries and -:posiek ,Plantt= than-
:other .=areas thei-cOnntry,,

-contrast;_ people in- =cities-__such_ -as= Angeles.
receive less pollution pek iguare- -mile= nbecause ;Of _the lower
dens Secondly, -they _are 6kt:id-see:to lOwer levels of
tnIfur--ent-ides because IOW; =sulfur petkoletim-
fuers: -Ake AlSed-. ,BoWeVer,_ the- +lett-ern -oitieSVith.:__-A high=

_ , _-dependence -on =cars= for transportation_ have-=--thez highest
_levelS of =carbon =Mianoxide,,,.-oicidant.,_ and= _atthient-

=Each-- -City -has -a-- -unique _conthinationi-of- Etourdes-r=antl thus=
-a, Ain/tine- ponutiOn, =problem,: but- _regiOnal differenceS_
from= fuel _uses --and: dev0.opient -patterns- are -evident_ . -These_
regional -differences-- =Must: =be- taken- initCao-conitt -in- _preparing
strategies= to-enforde -UnifOrinn-ainbient air :standard-C.,

-

Eealth:-Effects

_previous =data-, suggegt that. :air-quality IS:Worse _in-
4=the- _center city than in the :suburbs._ But -air- reitlanty-shOtildE
be nriderttood: _in terms = -of its- -effect*bn: the= -city resident._
The :Mott important =effect is: real _and= potential-the alth-
=damage to- inner titt retident-t- lilting in akea---of -highest-
=air-_air pollution concentration_ Vnfortunately, feW-go-Od ,studies=
-have=been -dorie_ relating_ _air pollution severity-=with= _illness_

.the ,center -cityi
'Several. "studies- indicate that air -pollutionAs== r-

iii -respiratory illness._ Acute: =expOiukes- to high:
PollUtants =caused told, increases-_ in- -re-sp#atory-

-ilatietttfet: in ;DOnbra=,- -i3ennsyWania in 144)1.40 Mu-king that
attack levelt- of _sul=fur -=dioxide- reached approximate_ ly 1_040=

;=1g/41;.-44 -Forty-three= percent of the populatibn= retorted=
symptoms= -of respiratory distress-. in fall 1-9_6-64: tib_Ea-st
-coalit -of the -United= 'State's- was _subjected_ to- =heav_y_-.-sthog: fat:
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levels of sulfur dioxides rose to over 1,300 ug/m3. During
this intense pollution period the New York City death rate
increased by twenty-four per day.15

Studies in Chattanooga, Tennessee16 and New York City17
shoW an increase among adults in bronchitis, coughs, and
shortness of breath in areas with high levels of sulfur
oxides, particulates, and nitrogen oxides. In the New York
study, the percentage of women with chronic bronchitis in
low pollution areas was 4.7 percent as compared with 11.6
percent of the women in .high pollution areas. Only 11.5
percent of men in low pollution areas had bronchitis as com-

, pared to 18.4 percent of men in high pollution areas. In
all cases pollution variables were prime explanatory factors.

Urban children also suffer from air pollution. A study
done on Cincinnati school children18 found that children in
pc11uted areas Performed 17.4 percent below those in unp61-
1Uted areas on ventilatory function tests.

Additional studies have measured increases in mortality
rates as a function of high leVels of pollutants.19 In
Chicago daily respiratory mortality increased *as levels of
SO2tincreased and socioeconomic level decreased.20 The
deagh rate for respiratory disease per 10,000 ranged from
4.3 in low SO2, high socioeconomic areas to 12-5 in:areas
of high SO2, low socioeconomic levels.

In"Buffalo researchers found an association between
levelg of suspended particulates and deaths from cirrhosis
of the liver (results were adjusted for alcohol dependency) .21

Deaths for white men over fifty ranged from 26 per 100,000
in low particulate, high economic status areas to 359 per
100,000 for'white men over fifty in high particulate, low
economic status areas. White women over fifty, had a death
rate of 11 per 100,000 in low particulate, high economic
sta-tus areas to 69 per 100,000 in high particulate, low
economic status areas.

Airborne lead contributes to high lead Concentrations
in the blood when combined with other lead sources such as
food or water. Lead levels exceeding 80 mg per 100 grams of
whole blood are toxic and can lead to severe anemia, brain
and nervous system damage by inhibiting production of red
blood cells. For center city children this is especially
hazardous, ass they are also deficient in iron (another
necessary element for red blood cells) and are exposed to
greater levels of oxygen inhibiting carbon monoxide. This
combination of reactions can lead to anemid.22

A study of lead levels in children in low income neigh-
borhoods of 27 cities23 indicated that 9.1 percent of the
children had blood levels of lead exceeding 40 mg per 100
grams of whole blood. Eighty percent of lead Eoisoning
cases cyan be traced to lead paint consumption.44

Blood lead levels for adults differ between those
living.in the Center city and thosa in the suburbs.25 A
study in Philadelphia compared blood lead levels of people
living and working in the center city (downtown), those
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living and working in the suburbs, those living in the
-suburbs and commuting to the city, and policemen. Police-
men, who are exposed to lead filled automobile exhaust more
frequently than others= ,in the sample, had the highest levels
.0-f' lead in their blood. Downtown males had the next highest
level Of lead. Suburban men and women each had .613 mg, the
lowest levels of blood lead. Actual lead concentrations are
shown in Table 3,

TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO THE
CONCENTRATION OF LEAD IN BLOOD -- PHILADELPHIA

Lead in Suburban Commuter Downtownblood.
mg/100g Male Female Male Female Male Female Police

0 .70;009 - 6 14 5
0.-010-0.019 14 39 17
0.026;70;029., 3 2 16
'0.03-0_7_0.039 3 =, 4
0.040-0..049- 1

Totals 2:', 58 43

2 4 0
12 24 1.7

1 37- -9- 70
12 3 _2-2_ ,

3.
7- 40= 113

Mean 0.013 0.013 '0.019 0.015 0.024 0.018 0.026

Std. Dev. 0.005 0.007 0.009 0.004 0.008 0.007 10.606

Source: U.S. Department of Health, -Education, and .

-Welfare-,_ Public -Health Service,_ Division_f
_Air Pollution, Survey: of Lea& in ,the

Atmos here- of Three:-Urban-7-Commanities-,--by-
t ie Working- Grou-p:O-n- Lead Contamination,_
Public -Health Service-, -P-UblicatiOri tinnthek
999- AP -12- ICincirinati,_ -GoVernr_nent
Printing_ Office, 1565), figure- 3, _p. 76.

There -has been little research'-on the = psychological
effects of air _pollution Vith- the-exception of-a, feW- _sit;dies
reporting indirect- evidence of -subtle_ 'behavioral -change-.
For=- example -,`on days- -of -high oxidant levels-, more _headaOhes
-are reported and decreased work productivity is,:often-_--the-

_ result.26 Carbon monoxide can caUse _psychophysical changes
_yhen blood leVels of carboxyhemoglobin --,,(COHh) reach= -61,6,pert-
cent,. -a_ level not Aindommon in driving or in,-many work -situa7.

r_ At this level, vigilance :nay _be impaired, _A-

driver -may -not. notice- -a traffid light or another _car heside-
hint,_ and his responeies to stimuli are Slower-38 The implica7.
tions, tor -driving safety Are obViOus._

=There -are- no_- -studies on the- -effect of auto emissions -on n
-the- pedeStrian, but sine -pedestrians_ are -expOse__ct fo- similar
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or greater levels of pollutants, it is not unreasonable to
expect reduced vigilance on their part alSo.
II.E The Application of Standards

The mandate ,of environmental control in the United
States metropolitan areas should effectively halt the
deterioration of the natural resources. The Federal
authority designated to enforce the directive is the Environ-

- mental Protection Agency.29 This agency has responsibility
for the six natural environmental categories defined, 'pre-
viously. Briefly, these are: air, water, solid wastes,
pesticidee, noise and radiation (including solar energy).
The technique through which this agency enforces the direc-
tive of environmental control' is through application of
standards. These standards are then applied unifbrmly to
geographic regions of the United States.

Air pollution legislation has been in existence since
1963. )Other legislation passed in 1965, 1967, and 1970 have
been added to form the present Clean Air Act. Each law
tried a somewhat different approach to end air pollution.
EPA can use national ambient air quality standards imple-
mented on a statewide level, air quality regions, and abate-
ment conferences to combat the problem of polluted air.30

The most recent and currently most emphasized approach
is ambient air standards with state implementation plans.
EPA ha,S set primary standards and secondary standards for
six pollutants: sulfur oxides, particulates, hydrocarbons,
carbon_monoxide, photochemical oxidants,, and oxides of
nitrogen. Primary standards are the maximum levels at which
there are -no health effects. Secondary, standards are the
maximum levels at which there are no "known or anticipated
adverse effects. "31 A list of the primary and. secondary
standards is presented in Table 4.

The state pollution control agencies are -responsible
for reaching and/or maintaining these standards with a
variety of methods. Their choices include emission Stand-
ards, transportation controls, and land use controiS.
States. had to submit plans to EPA in 1971 to spell out how
they were to accomplish these goals by 1975._ If these plahs
were not satisfactory to EPA, they were sent to- the state
agencies for revision. Should a- -state plan still be unsatis-
factory, EPA Will draw one up for the state. It is still
the state's 'duty to enforce it. If necessary, in the view
of the Adminiitrator of EPA, the length of time needed to
implement the state plan can be extended,from three to five
years.

Ail earlier (1967-) section of the law set up air quality
regions. These, are political jurisdictions based on legal,
meteorological, social, and topographical informatiori asrelated to air pollution. They can be either interstate or
intrastate. There is- an implementation plan -for each air
quality region in the United States.
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IN An- abatement conference is one form of control for
specific pollution problems: These conferences must be
requested by the governor of the state or states involved,
the state or interstate air pollution agency, or*the inunici-

-pal authorities in the area with the consent of the gover-
nOr (-sr arid: air- agencies involved. Conferences are informal

..hearings), open to the publici], and must have participation
from all interested parties. The hearing board, consisting
of representatives from the Federal, State, and local
leVelS-, issues' a report' to the Administrator of EPA. :He

must then make a recommendation and -wait at least six, months.
If -hiS recOmmendation is not complied with he may ,then 'call
a -formal hearing. If his recommendations froM the fOrmal
hearing, are not _acted upon in another six months, he can
turnAhe case over to the Justice Department for proseci4tion.

There are no Federal emission standards for sulfur
oxides, particulates, nydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxi.,
dantbi - and oxides of nitrogen from stationary -sources. How-
ever-, the Federal government-dOes regulate hazardous ends,-
siOns from stationary sources. These are defined as materi-
als for which there is_ no ambient level, and that can cause
an increase in mortality or serious, InOapacitating- disease.,

C Hazardous emissions may be regulated-in a variety of ways.
For example, proposed EPA standards prohibit and prescribe
certain application and filtering procedures for asbeStos.
Another method is to prescribe monitoring teChniqUeS along
with 'mission standards. This has been done for -beryllium
and hiercury.32 These standards apply only to new sources.

EPAf has jurisdiction over motor vehicles and other
mobile soprces. -Under the 1970 amendmentS to the Clear Air
Act, 'all light duty vehicles must have az ninety _percent
reduction of their 1970 emissions of carbon monOxide-arid
hydrocarbOns by 1975.and a ninety _percent reduction of their
1971. emi-Ssions_ of oxides of nitrogen by 1576. The AdMinrs.:
trator can regulate or prohibit additives in fuels if they
are found to endanger the health or welfare of the public cr
if they inhibit-the performance of any emission control
devices. EPA 'has propoSed limitations of lead aiid_ phosphoL
tous in fuel. Lead- in gasoline Would- be limited to 2;0 grams
per gallon in 1974 and gradually cut down to 1.5 grams aftpr
January, 1977. EPA has proposed requiring one grade of gaso-
line that is lead free (less than 0.05 grards per gallon)- and
phosporous free (less than 0.01 grams per galion)-.33

New cars *Ill be required to have emission control
devides by 197 -5 and1976. In addition, some states may
require control devices on used cars. *Several states may
alSo restrict automobile traffic in the center city. Other
Mobile sources, such as trucks and biases, may- also need
emisSicin devices,-

States are _experimenting with several -methods' to meet
the ,ambient air standards of ,the Federal law. Fifty -four
jurisdictions (50 states and 4 territories) have the legis-
lative authority ,to adopt emission standards, limitations,
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and 'Other- means_ to meet the Federal =standards. Fifty -one
j:-.UribdidtiAnS can abate- air pollution _emissions on an eter-
gendy basis., Only thirty -four` states have the authority to-
,require- etibsion control devices on stationary, sources.
-SeVen-States---haVe the right_ to require inspection and
testing of motor :and to use transportation- _and
land -COntrol use -measures,:_34 (Environmental Quality,_ 1972.)

The _effect -:of -air pollution legislation-on- trip -center
_City 'will be infiuended by the State or local goVernment's
preVibuS- involvement -With- _air _pollution- cOntrol. For
dkatple, -California and -New York have had' fuel 'and= emission
controls for -Several years, and thus industry and,_utilities
will -not be significantly affedted b'y' the -Federal standards-
if _they are already meeting the _Stath,:standarda,_ In States
where such- controls have -not existed, these sourdea_ will, be
affected if 'they-:are the important = sources -of pollutants in
-their *State,

It is not likely that most center city residents --will
be -diredtly. -affebted- by pollution- =Controls -on= their _home- or
aParttent furnaces. Their contribution to pollution is-
stall nationwide,- =However, in -cities- Where coal -blirriing
Spa-ce= heating' Unita- are used=, -some Ain-its:may -hatie- -to be-
changed-Or -converted tobtrrn- a- less polluting fuel..

-Center- City residents may _ute the law- to -sue-polittion-
'Sources -or goernznent _agencies -if they believe 'the =Clean_ -Air
Act is -not being enforced in their area. 'While this, _proce-=
duke has drawbacks because it -Can-13e -a- tite4co-nsuming_:,
- XpenSiVeiprotess-, it gives the- -ceriter =city- residents a_-

=direct inpUt into= -controlling -sOurceti-Of
Like residents o-f the City-, :cOmmerdial =sources -contri,,

-Mite little to- the total ait_p011utiOn= pictures-, but -they may
also -have to charige their space -heating fuel's in- -dities-_
-where -coal =Litt/ling= units are common. pry -cleaners- and- other
users =of organic- solvents might -be specifically reg-uilated- in
their -emiSsions-of -hydrocarbons.

Municipal -sources-, -defined here as public and -utility
sources, 35 will be greatly" affected by the- Clean Air Act,
especially in-, areas- using _Coal and :high sulfur Oil fuels- for-.
poWer generation., Thesd sources will --either have- to change.._
fuels or add Stack emission -control =devices, Indineratton
-of Solid waSte will have to.te_eliminated in many -states in_
-Order -4C meet_ the -Federal standards, This, of course =, =could
Complicate even. further the problet of _disposing_ of munici-
pal -solid waste.

For-municipal and regional governments without -a pre-;
existing air p011utien control agency,_ the Clean Air Adt can
help finance- up_ to -two-thirds _of -the creation of such an_
agency-, rand ,one,-half of its yearly -cost of operation. For
joint agendieS_ b-etuzen two or more- cities, the Federal
government will Amy three-fourths of the cost of initiating
the agency, -and--up to three-fifths the cost -of maintaining
it. Interstate agencies can =have- their entire initial -crf-sts
paid_ for two years, and three-fourths, of their oPerating
costs paid- after that time.
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Industrial sources will be affected, but the effect
will differ among the states. As previously indicated,
thirty-four_ states allow stationary source emission don-
trO1S, and others may,,use land and transportation controls ,
to .;discourage, industrial uses of some areas of the city.
To meet the state standards, some industries may not only
need to invest in pollution control devides, but in anew
procebes and machinery.
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FOOTNOTES

1., Air pollutants : sulfur oxides (chiefly sulfur , dioxide,
SO2, and sulfur oxide, SO) , nitrogen dioxide (NO2) , carbon
Monoxide (C0),, photochemical oxidants (usually measured as-
ozone, 03) , hydrocarbons (HC), and particulates or airborne
non-gaseous materials. An. explanation of the standarls withrespect. to each of these will be presented later.

A

,2,. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Public Health Service, National Air Polluton Control
Administration, "Sources and Pollutant Emission patterns
in- Major Metropolitan 'Areas," by Guntis Ozalin, DaVid V.Mason, an& Clyde B. Narita (Durham, N.C. , 1969), p. 19.
3. Ibid.

-I. The- following percentages for all sources were -computed
:from Ozolinse et al-, Nationwide- Inventory -of Pol-rutafit_
-Emission -070), lap. 1-36,_ and The_-.Cost-_-of,-Cleali-JAir =(2nd.
ed., 1970)e All percentages are -aggregated
nationally 4unless specified otherwise*

U.S. Department of Health, EducatTioh, anci-Welfare,_
Public Health -Service, Environmental -Hea1th-_-Servide:, -Air
-Ouality'Criteriaz_for:Thotochemidal Oxidants: -(Washington,
-D.C-: -Government_--PrintingT_Office,7-

6_. U.S. Environmental PrOteation- Agency-, -Office of Air_
Programs And-lgatiaral Environmental Research Center, Health-
Hazards of Lead (Research Triangle park,- -North -Carolina,
1972 ), p. -6.-

-Department of Health, Education, and Welfare_-, -7

"Sources. and Pollutant, Emission Patterhs-" p. 26.

8-._ For -example, before -World -War II, the-city:of Nashville,
Tennessee used coal _primarily for heating. _Since then, moat_
new homes use gas--or electric heating. The -Contrast_ between
the -center city and the suburbs is striking: thirty-five=
percent of the--city dwelling -units used coal but only -six.,
teen -percent of the suburban= units do.- Of the _28,-9_00 _-coal

,-burning- -units in the Davidson County in 196o, 18-000 of them
'were in the-prewar boundaries of .Nashville.. -(An Air
-Resource Management Plan for -the Nashville Metopoiitan
Area,- 1-97g3)_.

9k._ -Otis D. Duncan, Metropolis. and, Region -(Baltimore
Maryland': _Johns Hopkins: University Press, 1960).
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35. Utilities are defined as,
are controlled by non-qiederal
areas of the co_untry although
companies.

C.
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SECTION III

',PESTICIDE POLLUTION.

III -.A =Introduction

With- the exception of local government spraying prograMs
to Maintain inner- city foliage, the domestic use (or misuse)
of petticideS iS the predominant pollutant generator. Condi"tionS- in the center city which precipitate the use of pesti-
cides are substandard hbusing, overcrowding, and garbage
'acourautation. This paper attempts to quaAtitatiyely describe
the Magnitude of the center city pesticide problem.

in 1970- the number- -of reported injuries- attributed-to-
pesticide usage was 4,045,1 The number of deaths, was
teen.2 Both of these statistics represent Siqnifidant

.declines from the previous year. Unfortunately-, data ,on
expogure to pesticides is extremely sketchy. 'Moreover, thehealth effects of ekpOsureto pesticides are not known or
understood.--

Pesticide abuse in the center city, can be illustrate&
through the use of case StudieS. These studies were con-i-
cerne& with pesticide usage and storage characteristids of
Urban residents. To establish- the: existence of -differen-
tials, two 'studies will be reviewed in- =which pesticide
residue concentrations in the blood Were measured=.

The =Kentucky_Study
t

The Kentudky. study3 was a survey of urban hou,sehoIgs to
determine pesticide usage and users habits._} Some of the
more alarming statistics: forty-three percent of the survey
group- stored pesticides in the kitchen, less than= one,-third
s`o,f the -survey group did not even bother to wash their hands
before eating or drinking. There are. other -statistics- worth
menti.oning. An overwhelMing 81% (196 of 243)- o'f' the survey
group said they used pesticides regularly. Ninety percent
(218 of 243) used pesticides*or professional pek: control
services. The average length of pesticide -usage was T-1/2
years. Only 15% of the population purchased pesticides from
technical_ stores Si:um:series, chemical dealerS, feed and Seed
dealers) -,_ where roper inst ruction on their 'usage would be
readily available The remainder of the group was satisfied
to purchase pesticides from general Merchandise stbres, fOod
in' arkets .or drug stores. ,

The volume of pesticides used was greatest in the lower
and upper income groups of the city. The lower incdme,
groups usage patterns were believe& to Stem mainly from pest
problems related to poor housing and solid waste accumula-
tion. Upper income usage patterns were believed to be
influeribed by a concern for protection. of ornamental plants
and shrubbery. Table 5- litts the pests reported- suffi-
ciently annoying- to require pesticide usage.



TABLE 5

PESTS CONSIDERED SUFFICIENTLY ANNOYING
TO REQUIRE CHEMICAL TREATMENT

Pest Percent Reporting

Roaches 49%
Ants 32%
Flies = 2l%
Wasps 5%

Data indicating usage patterns in the home is shown irP- Table

TABLE 6

USAGE -PATTERNS IN THE HOME

Room Percent 'Reporting Usage

Kitc.:en -63%

Basement 11%
Bedrooms 4%
Garage 4%

The South - Carolina Study

The South Carolina Study4 was conducted in Charleston,
South Carolina using a sample group of 196 urban and center
city families. The 121 white faMilies in the study were
froin predominately middle class areas. The 75 nonwhite

_families were mainly from lower socioeconomic areas in the
city. Among the usage characteristics investig4ed were
frequency of .application, pesticide hazards in the home and
pesticide, sources. In all cases, data was separated by
race. A final portion of the study compared the prevalence
of selected chronic diseases among families that were users

-or non-users.
The survey indicated that 89% made some use of -pesti-

cides. of this user group, one-third utilized pesticides at
least weekly. Usage was greater among non-whites than
'whites.

As in the Kentucky study, the majority of pesticide
purchales were made i_ n non-technical stores. _Table
indicates the source of= pesticide purchases.

TABLE 7

SOURCE OF PESTICIDE PUR6HASES

Source Percent
Grocery Stores 60%
Drug Stokes 15%
Feed and Seed Stores 15%
General Merchandise 10%
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Differences in pesticide sourCes by race were not signifi-
-dant; and, hence, were not presented.

Pesticide mishandling was equally prevalent in both
grdupS. Among the 174 user families 88% (153) utilized
unlodked storage. Pesticides were stored within easy
reach of children in 66% (115) of the cases. (Stibstan=.-tial morbidity and mortality among South Carolina children
[particularly Negro children] due to acute pesticide ppison
zing was reported*in the Study. No figures were given.) .Over
:One-half of the Storage facilities were located near food or
medicine. Finally, two-thirds of pesticide users did not
wash, ;their hands after usage or wear gloves during usage.

III.D The Florida` Studs'

The Florida- study5 was conducted in Dade County,
'Florida (luting' 1970-71 under the auspices of the Environ--
mental -Protection Agency, Division of Pesticide community
Studies (Contract FDA 70-11).

itesidue, concentrations of DDT, DDE and Dieldrin were
measured an& then compared with three social indicators:
the -Hollingahead-TWo :Factor Index, population density and
census =tract :median, income. General Clatsifications: Used
in these indicators are ;shown. in Tabl.es7,84:01

Data used for analysis was tested- tO.-asaUre- that no
significant age differences -existe)etween social dlasSes,
Also, persons under 20 years of age were eliminated from the

,0 s tud to minimize age dependency effect. Finally, 'it was
:assured that all petsons had no recent or remote ocdurp_ar,
tional ekposure 'tot! pesticides.

-Results of the study indicated that residde concentran,
tions were associated with social class, 1.6. greater cow!!
centrations were found in the poor. Average levels of DDT
Increased in those social ,classes reflective of poverty.

,

Similarly, average levels of DDE residues increased in
those social classes reflective of poverty. This tren4 also
appeared for -both whites and nonWhiteb,.

-pieldrin concentrations also increased in those social
classes reflective of 'poverty. -However ,,*this -was, only true
for whites

irrespective of the indicator of poverty that was,cused
for comparison (i.e. Hollingshead Index, Census tract com
paction Index or census .tract Median incdthe) the results
were the -same. Average. levels of residue concentrations'
increased in thcise social classes refrective of poverty.

Additional comparisons of concentrations -within socialclasses (i.e._ 'whites versus non-...whites of the same class)
yielded- significantly higher mean concentrations- among non-
whites. Comparisons between sexes (i.e. white,male's versus
white females of the -same social class) yielded= no s4.gnifi,-
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TABLE 8

BOLLINGSHEAD TWO FACTOR INDEX*

:Classes-I &' IIrrt
IV & V

Professionals
bxilled
Semi-skilled
and unskilled

(Note:- The Hollingshead Two Factor Index represents
A weighted SUMmation of the occupation of the head
of the household and his level of education.)

TABLE 9

INCOME CLASSES

Class- Annual Family Income

I `-$:etiook

II =-59-99.

III $4-000- --

IV' 430007- -3999
V ress- than 4301P-

TABLE 10'

POPULATION DENSITY.
(Census Tract Compaction,Indbx)-

Class
Dengity-

(Persons/acre)-

Less 'than- 20
II . 20-30

III 31-40
IV
V.

41-50-
51 -60
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can differendes. Finally, variances (as measured by. F-
tests) were significantly greater in the poorer classes.

'III.E :The Hawaii 'Studies

A study, similar to the Florida study was conducted in
Hawaii (contract FDA-70-40) under the auspices of the.
Community Studies on Pesticides Branch of EPA.6- Its_ purpose
was` to ascertain pesticide usage differential's between
people residing in, urban Honolulu and people living in the
small. village= environment of Lanai; As in thec:Florida study, -
care was taken to assure that the Is*riple24rouPcihad no occupa-
tional exposure to ppstici.des. Interviews and blood- sampleS
analysed for pesticide residues (DDtVADp, Dieldrin, BHC)
comprised the data colledtion phase of2''the study. Results
of the residue analysis are shoWn in Table 11. '

TABLE 11 -
SUMMARY OF PESTICIDE RESIDUE CONCENTRATIONS

(PAR1.S PER BILLION) LETWEEN..oRESIDENTS OF
.` LANAI AND HONOLULU

Residue
(ppb)

DDT
DDE
Dieldrin

rBHc

LANAI'
Range= Mean Std. Dev.
0-20 3.27 2.40
1-130 16.7 -14.3
0-26 1.55 1.81
0-5 0.17 0.55

H _

Rang -Std:-=Dev.
3-45-

16.1,
11.47_ 1.30-

0 -8 0.74 1.128-

Analysis of variance at 0,01 level of significance
- cated= =that the differences between samples (Lanai versus

Honolulu) were t_Significant for DDT and BHC concentrations:
Differerices were'not significant for DDE' and Dieldrin residue
concentrations. (No sample sizes were given in 'the study.
Therefore it is impossible to comment on the non-significant
differences observed in the DDE and Dieldrin results.)

Residents of Honolulu had higher.mean concentrations, of
DDT (4.56 ppb versus 3.27 ppb) and BHC (0.74 ppb versus 0.17)..
Standard deviations were also larger for DDT- and BHC amona
the Honolulu residents.. Residents of Lanai had higher con-
centrations of DDE and Dieldrin. However, these differences
were not significant.

Although cited before, the statistics bear repeating.
In the South Carolina and Kentucky studies, the percentage
of urban residents using pesticides exceeded 80 percent./
Even with rigid, usage guidelines, it is doubtful that this
percentage could be significantly reduced. .To try to regu-
late pesticide usage is to operate on symptoms rather than
problems or causes.

In the short rim, pesticide abuse can be curbed through
educationkl programs, informatiye labelling, and use and .
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app cation laws. The-long run solution is much -more diffi-
iriVolves- eliminating the causes of pesticide, .

pollUtion. -49USing must be improved, Solid -waste must be
..removeil.! Pesticide's which- are non -toxic to humans and that
-haVe__ no detrimental environmental impacts must be developed:
.0-nlx-then,--can. significant inroads' to pesticide pollution in
thezNntral city be made..

On the basis -of the Material cited one may draw -the
following conclusions:.

. A majority of pesticide purchases are made in ,

-nor-ftechnical stores with little regard for
,V- consumer education. (Kentucky and South Carolina)

The volume '§f pesticides. consumed tends' to be higher
in the 'lower socio-economic classes. (KentuCky)

. .

There is an overall lack of respect for safe
pesticide storage. (Kentucky.aiid South Carplina) j

. Pesticide residue concentrations in the blood are
positively associated with poverty and its
related ills. (Florida)

. Pesticide residue concentrations in the-blood
4 itend-to be larger in rban environments than in

small village evironments. (Hawaii)

Health- ffects
r '

Little information has been -collected concerning the_
health-effects of pesticide pollution- in= thr.. urban, &Milian,.
ment._ What data exists is extremely fragirieritid.,_arid indireot
or .inferential in character. _RelatioriShipS_ between peStia-
ci-de exposu-e and disease are -ill- defined °- SPeculatiOk
rather.- than. a_ ffirmation has been\the- key wore in fiStoOiatirig
_humtan- -health- Problgros with -pesticide_ use. .

A -study exardining- the health effects -6P-household peati
_cide usage was recently- undertaken- in--Oahu, -Hatiaii.8 This
study -examined, the relationship between ChroniO-exficiall#6 to
household pesticides and patients_ with medical_ -histOrie.t, of
asthma, -chronic, bronchitis and sinusitig.. A second- study
performed two years, later on a,sub-saraple- of the-original
study indicated- a significant correlation_ -between fre4iierit
use of insecticides ,and respiratory- impairibtint/ Ink' the -Hawaii study, people -who, tiski_p0at'ibideS,d6i6e- a

-week_ or oftener were classified as hOyy\Ose'ra., Light users
were_ classified as thoSe that...-uSed pesticideg--leSS thdiffoilde
a week. . -The oxigin5:1 study was -made forty_ficiiin .

units- who; were heavy users and forty -six family units Who
Were- lighti-users-

ResUltsi of the study indicate- that 26.,1 of
3161 of theilka,iiy- use group' reported hi4virig -asthma, dh.tbriid
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bronchitis or both.' Only 18.6 percent (61 of 328) of the
light use group reported having the same health problems.

V Sinus trouble was also reported significantly more often
in the heavy used group.9 -

4 f

The 'results of the sub-sample study are even more
revealing. One hundred"forty-two adults were analyzed with
respept to. respiratory impairment according to the AMA
rating scale and 'their usage of insecticides. The AMA'
rating sbalegives normative,standards of respiratory per
formance based upon age, sex and heloglit.10 Pesticide usage

-.patterns were classified as consistently Aeavy-use (A), no
. use to heavy.use. daily use to light- use 1C), and con-
sistently light'u )., Usage patterns were based upon the.

.previous two 'year' ble ly,indicates the results of this
study. Statistical opparisons of the heavy Usage grodp
(A-1-B+C), with the lig -d usage group ,(D) indioated these
results were signifi nt.-11 '. ,

, &
. . ,

TABLE 12

,ANUMBER OFTERSS BY PgSTfCIDE USAGE
/1gC---RACTERISTICS AND-RESPIRATORY IMPAIRMENT' CLASS

i. . , .

espi-rtory_Impairment-Y -
'Usage Classifi- - : Class

-.'Group. cation 1-(85-1-$) '2-(7a-84%) 3(55-69%) 4-(L55%)

A Consistent,-- , : 16
1Hèavy Use

B Na Use to 5

Heavy Use,
. C Daily Use to 6

,Light Use.,
D Consistent 25 .

. ,

. \ Light Use

','TtiPALS (142)_.- _52

A+B+.0 Any Heavy 27
Use

D. Consistent 25
Light Use

19,. 9 6

10 6 2

7 6 1

13 1-0- 1

49 31 . 10

.36 . 21 - 9

13 ' -10 1

The results of the Hawaian study were further improved
by separating the smokers from the non-smokers in the sample
group. By removing smokers from the analysis, ,any possible
bias introduced by the health effects of smoking may be
.eliminated. Eighty-one persons, in the 'sample group did not
smoke cigarettes. Seventy-one percent (35 of 49) of the
heavy use group reported significant impairment. Only 44
(14 of 32) percent of light use group reported the same
impairment. Comparison of heavy users (A+B+C) verlis light
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users' 1031 again -proved significant,12 ,These results are
Shown. in Table 13.

TABLE 13

NUMBER OF PERSONS (NON-SMOKERS)
BY PESTICIDE USAGE CHARACTERISTICS AND

RESPIRATORY IMPAIRMENT CLASS

Usage Classifi-
Group- cation

ReSpiratory Impairment Class
:1-(e5+%) 2-(70-84%) -3(552-69%) 4(L55%)

A +B +C Any Heavy
Use .

-D Consistent
Light. Use

14 .,

la

16

8.

13

6 o

6

t

0

1,TOTALS '(81) 32 2C 19 6

The final part of the Hawaian study compared pesticide
usage characteristics over the past two years with persons
exhibiting "current symptoms of asthma, chronic sinusi#s,
chronic bronchitis, and perennial nasal allergy. The study
was conducted with a samplle% group of 380 persons. Results
are shown in Table 14. Twenty-three (62 of 268) percent
of heavy users reported symptomg of the chronic diseases
beinVconsidered. This contrasts with only 9.9 ,(11 112)
perce.nt of the light users reporting thersame symptoms.
Again, statistical comparisons between consistently heavy
users (A+B+C) versus consistently light users (D) proved
significant.]:3

TABLE 14

RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS AND'
HOME INSECTICIDE USE r

Number of Persons with Current Symptoms,

-Usage Classifi-
Group cation Total Asthma

Chronic Chronic
Sinus- Bron-
itis chitis

Perennial
Nasal

Allergy None.

A Consistent
Heavy Use

156
,

16. 6 ,..)5 18
vi
111

B 4 No Use to 50 3 3 A 0 ' 5 3 -9

Beery Use
C. Daily Use to 62 2 1

,

4 4 51
Light Use

D Consistent 112 1 1 0 9 101
Light Use

TOTALS , 380 22 1 -1 9 36 302

A+B-I-C Any Heavy 268 21 10/ 9 27 202
Use

D ,Consistent 112 1 1 0- 9 101'
Light Use
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General conclusions for the Hawaii study are (1) -

respiratory impairment, as measured by the AMA scale, was
shown to be positively related to heavy pesticide usage;
and (2), the existence of symptoms.of certain chronic dis-
eases was shown to be positively' related to heavy pesticide
usage.

- These type ofPconclusions, however, are only scratching
ihe surface-of a very complex problem. Age, sex, diet and a
-*riad of other socio-economic variables affect the pesti-
cide disease causal relationship. The same study undertaken
in Oahu could be'done in another area and yield totally
different results. For example, the earlier refekenced
South Carolina study compared the prevalence of selected.
chronic disease among families that were users.or non-users
of pesticides. Their results foraalthma, the only disease
common to both studies, indicated no significant difference
between pesticide users and non-users and existence of,the
disease. In fact, the study found no significant difference
betWeen users and non-users for any of the eight chronic
diseases considered.le Results of the South Carolina study
are shown in Table 15.

Due to the significant lack of knowledge in pesticide
toxicology, it is fruitless to try to describe any uniform
relationships between pesticide exposure and human health.
The Mrak Commission15 report uses over '200 pages to describe

d the effects of/pesticides on man. se anyless, simpli-
fies the,problem beyond recognition)._. _Present research is
considering the possible effects of pesticide exposure in

a "genetic material (mutagenesis), effects on reproduction,
including malformations in the fetus or newborn-infant
(tetragenesis) and increasing the incidence of various forms,
of cancer (carcinogenesis).1b While there is no real-eyi-
dence of detrimental effects of pesticides on human life,,
the fact that pesticide exposure on lower forms,of mammals
produces adverse effects, is a definite cause for, human con-
cern. It can only be considered a form of preventive medi-
cine to liMit pesticide usage among burners. The necessity
for limitation in urban areas becomes mores -acute when over-
all inner environmental conditions are considered.

'MG Pesticide Regulation

The Environmental,Protection Agency exercises pesticide
regulation through the means of (1) The Federal Insedticide,
Fungicide, and RodenticiAe ACt (FIFRA) as amended, (2)

Section 403(c) of the F&Ieral Food, Drug, and Costhetic Act
(FFDCA), as amended, and (3)- the Clean Air Act (CAA) of'1970.
The major points of these acts are enumerated below: -17

All pesticides that are shipped through inter-
state commerce must be registered with EPA.,
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TABLE 15
fi

COMPARISONS. OF THE 'PREVALENCE OF-SELECTED
-cmoN10-4nOmsts-AMONGFAMTI;Itg THAT
WERE USERS OR NON--USERS OF PESTICIDES

L...:sease Users (172)__ Non-Users (22) Comparison*

Anemia 2 % 9 A NSD
`Asthma- 7 % 9A NSD
Cataract 6 % ' i4 % NSD
Diabetes 13 % 5 % NSD
Emphysema 3 % 0 NSD
Glaudoma 2 % 0 NSD
Liver Disease 0 NSD
Peptic Ulcer 5 % NSD

NSD = No Significant Difference

*-The most plausible reason for the lack of relationship in
this ekample is probably medical in figure, i.e. pesticides
have little impact in causation or aggravation of the dis-
eases in 'question. In the cases of asthma and emphysema,
both of which are respiratory system related, no Comment can
be made. It is possible that lack-of data prevents any
inference from being made.
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Pesticides cannot be approved for sale without
manufacturers evidence concerning the purpose,
,toxicity -and effectiveness of the substance.

All pesticides approved -for sale must be labeled
clearly indicating ingredients, methods of appli-
cation-and safety precautions to be observed. 1

EPA mak halt the interstate shipment of= any pesti-
cide product if it is found.to present a hazard to
the public.

O

EPA may terminate the production and use of any
_pesticide within thirty days notice (termination
may Yee appealed) -.-

EPA "e st abl i she s pesticide resi due toleran ce
levels on raw food stuffs shipped through inter-
state commerce.

Other Federal activity can be summarized -as below:18

The Federal Trade Commission may regulate the
advertising of pesticides. -

The Department Of Transportation may regulate
the shipment of pestidides through interstate
Commerce.

4 .
_. The Food- -and Drug_ AdminiStraiion :may Monitor

food for -the- existence-of -economid voisOns-_

The-Department -of Agriculture may ii)revent -the
introduction of vestS into the: United -States
and -may engage in other activities relating to
the -control and -spread: of -pests.

At the _present time, there is- a bill -belore-
-(H,R. 10729)- tb -strengthenipeitidide- regulation- and control.
The -bill, -aUthored-by the Council on- Environmental Quality,
was- rewritten -by the -House Agriculture- Subcorrariltee- and
seVerely, -vieakened. -As -of August 18-, 1972-, thiS bill_ was
vending_ before the 'Senate fCommerce- Committee.- The major
provisions of- this bill are listed -below.

EPA =would have the' authority to rebtrict
'cide usage by classifying- and categorizing them
(e.g. restricted use, use with permit only).
EPA would have the authority to regulate the
disposal and storage of pesticides and pesticide
containers.
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The bill will simplify _procedures for suSpension:
and -candellation of pesticides.

In 'addition to --Federal activity, -state -governgtents- are
also- tryin_gE to regulate pesticide _ccinstimption. For- the most
Part -State= legislation- has_ -been oriented along__ the same
lines- as Federal legislation: Labelling, regulations on
-uSe, _anct- listing of -acceptable compounds.

- Federal Legislation _and Pestle-ides -

Federal legislation does not address itself to_ the
center city- pesticide pollution problem. ThC provisions of
labelling, registration, and approval for sale are very lax,

When studies indicate. that a large majority of pesti-,
,Cide users._purchase compounds from non-teahnical.Sourdes,
it indicates little regard for the selection of?the proper
coMpotind on the part of consumers.-9 If labels were read
and heeded, labelling could help solve this problem. How-
ever, conSidering the' overall lack of donsurner ..a-Wareness in
lower socioeconomic groups, labelling products -and then
:allowing free choice in selection is a self-defeating act.
If the labels are not heeded, labelling is not a real
solution.

Additional indicators of total disregard for. labelling
would, be the prevalence of hazards among pesticide users in
South Cardlina.20 Also, the Kentucky survey indicated- that
most usage in the home was in the kitchen, proximate to food
and eating utensils 211 "

An additional. problem with labelling is the language
- used., Many central city residents laok the edtcation to

read and understand the= language employed in labelling.
,Also, _many central city residents are Spanish speaking.
Labels written only in English cannot possibly Serve their
purpose among this group.

Before a pesticide :!,s approved for sale, it must be
registered with EPA. Registration consists of testing by
EPA and_ by the _manufacturer in order to designate what the
pesticide may be used for, _in what proportions, etc. The
resultS of the.se tests guide the labelling decisions.
Unfortunately, very few of the required tests pertain to
environtnental impact or health implications. Test require-
inents encourage the development of multiuse rather than
single-use pesticides. It is only logical to assume the
broad based multi-use compounds would tend to haVe a larger
based environmental and health impact and thus make the
environmental control more difficult.

To summarize, the present Federal pesticide legislation
does influence the pesticide problem- in theinner city; how-
ever, labelling can only be a solution if the labels, are
read and obeyed, and registration and approvaa fOr sale is
only a solution if they are based on environmental and health
considerations. The inner city pesticide problem cannot be
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improved significantly through present Federal legislation
-, and action..
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Introduction

Water pollution is among= the most pressing and wide-
spread_ of- the environmental problems.' Any additions to the
watet which tend toi degrade its quality so as to constitute
a hazard or impair the usefulnesS of the water are con-
sidered -poIllitant-S by the Publ-ic Health Servide. The-Com -
mittee on Pollution of the National Academy of--Sciences
Olassifies water pollUtants into eight categories.1 The
purpose of thiS discusSion will be- to show the. increased
water pollution problems associated- with the center city.

,Two specific cases, Newark, New Jersey and New York City,
will be _analyzed. 'A Boston study and a surVey study by the
Bureau of Water =Hygiene will exemplify drinking water
problems.

IV.B Passaic River Stud

SECTION IV

WATER POLLUTION

Water in its natural environment, or ambient water, has
.-been found quite polluted. A report on the_extent =of the
pollution in the Passaic, River was given by A. W. 'Bromberg,
Chief of the Operations Branch of the HudSon-!Delaware Basin
Office of the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration
(FWPCA), to an enforcement conference in 1969. A case study
of the water quality of the lower Passaic River (mainstem
between Newark Bay and its confluence with the PoMpton River)
was made based on- data- taken from 15 stations. This study
indidates the disease prodtding potential of the water by
the high doliform? bacteria couxits. Almost all of the
samples exceeded the permissible limits Suggested by the

standards. Total coliform counts were from 9,700 to 500,000
organisms per 100 milliliters (standard permissible is
10,-600 brganisms per 100 ml). The stations located specifi-
cally in the Newark Area show counts in the 100,000's. The
fecal conform levels increase Very' sharply to 50* and 60,000

organisms per 100 ml close td -Newark (the fecal conform
standard is 2,000 per 100 m1)=.3 Dissolved oxygen- (DO) is
measured as an indicator of pollution by organic wastes. In

the vicinity of Newark the DO concentrations are consistently
measured at one and two milligrams per liter -(the' standardt

are from 5=7 mg/1) which are the minimum allowable Concen-
, trations to support fishlife. This study (see Appendix M
Shows why, the Passaic River has been given the distinction
of being "one of the most contaminated waterways-in the
world."

Other sampl ing= studies estimate the biodhemical Oxygen
demand (BOD) loading of the Passaic River to be 17,000
pounds per day. This estimated loading is equivalent to the
raw diScharge of a population of 100,000 persons. The- par-a-

meter of suspended solids was also eStimated 'at a high level
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(47,000 pounds per day) .5 The massive BOD loading, high
coliforM counts, heavy amounts of floating debris and very
low amounts of DO show that the water quality conditions of
the lower Passaid are below the. Federal-state standards.
The most severely polluted section of the river is near the
s'ity of Newark, where center city residents will be affected...
IV.0 Hudson. River Study

Similarly=, -the Hudson -River shows the high -degree; of
-pollutioh affecting_ New York City. An ecological survey of.,
the- iludaon 'was done in 1968- by ,the Department of tnviton
mental Medicine :of the New- York -University Medical Center.-6
They found -that high sul fates and nitrates together -with= low.
-oxygen- tip- the balance between a- healthy- river- and a noxioixs,
one peoduOing_ -hydrogen_ _sulfide and ammonia- gas-. COlifoi-M-
badteria, counts -as- _high as- 18,000-per 100. mi ,were found -in
July and Augitst- of.1967, The -- standard allowed for body con-
tact =recreation is 2000 _per 100

A _study -restricted to the_ New- York -Harbor region -was
,aone-.3.fr August of 1969-: All of the= zsix -monito.rs show
values-of _2=3' mg/i lonly 30- to 40 =percent satv.rate4 whether
the;_iteasurements, were taken- at -sur-face=,_ _mid-, or Cleep-
Total cbliform counts- reached _values_ in thei,hundreds!

-thousanda- per -Milliliter showing long lasting= p011ution and
potential health -hazards-; some samples 'were- oVer
total coliform -counts-per 100: ml. The fecal _coriform -counts-
were found as =high-_aS 25,-000/100 ml_ which :stronglY- suggests
gross_ Contamination of the waters by- the-discharge of human
wastes-.-7- Table 16 gives a summary -of the results. More
complete data -can be found in_ Appendix -B.

TABLE 16

BACTERIAL SURVEY OF UPPER "BAY- -NEW YORK HARBOR

Coliform
.

Minimum Maximum

Shallow-sampleS, '(5 ft. from surface) 43 x 103 52= x 104
Deep -samples (5 ft. from bottom) 22 x 103 '25 x 105

-Fecal Coli-form
Shallow_ samples 46 x 102 -70- x 103
Deep samples 17 x 102 4-4 x 104

The Hudson River and Hudson Bay watershed represents a
major population and industrial development. Sampling
studies presented show significant amounts of pollution in
these waters. G. P. Howells of the Department of Envirori7
mental Medicine of New York University Medical Center states
in an interview July, 1972, "The. lower Hudson River has the
characteristics of an eutrophic_,8 brackish lake . " 9 Pollu-,
tion of the ambient waters near urban areas lowers the qual-
ity of the water for beneficial uses to center city residents.
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BeSideS- the ambient water, drinking water can . become
iPollutecl -and unsafe for -consumption. Large cities may have
a 'lesser gtialiiy: of drinking- water. The drinking water of

City-generally leaves the treatment plant in an acceptable
fort? but depending =Upon the _quality -of the-distribution

. -System- itay reach some people in a lesS than acceptable
In Old- Center -city systems many supply Pipes--and-

drains- are made of lead. "Under such conditions, water cOn-made
as -much as -920 mg/110 of lead has been _fouf0'in

inner zoity _akeas compared to an average of 20 ug/per liter
The Public Health-Service- drinking Water

-Standard fOr lead is -"not greater than ,0.05 mg per liter"
(or. ug/l Y.12 1912, a survey -was'dozie in an older
-caritMinity- of -Boston on the:.quality of the drinking water in
regards- to- trace -Metals._ In_ 2 4_ out of 54 _homes- the Concen-
tration, of lead- was fotind- to exceed- the _standard. Some of
the samples ranged front_ _0._060 mg/i to _.-253 mg/1.13- A
drinking water, quality survey was also done in Chicago in-
1968 by" -the_ Btreau of Water Hygiene: About of the -tap
water Samples were found to have higher --concentrations -of
lead than =-water at the treatment plants, -although four
SaMples--exteeded- the PHS_-rejettion- liMit._14- _This- indicates
thellage of lead-pipes- in the _distribution, _syttem._ When it
is cOtibined -With-corrosive- or -acidic water-,: the lead mill Ipe-
slow1y _diSSolved- into the water and: can affect the-health -of
the_ -denter -city: residents. _z

The Vermont Water Study

The National Community Water Supply Study surveyed 969
public water supply systems in the state of Vermont and in
eight standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA). Each
investigation considered three factors: tap water quality,
adequacy of the facilities and operations, and status' of
surveillance and maintenance of the system. -15 It was found
that the quality of drinking.water is decreasing as the
Water supply systems are growing older and are not upgraded.
"For=ty -one ,percent of the 969 systems were delivering waters
of inferior quality to 2.5 million people. In fact,
360,000 persons in the study population were being served

.waters of a potentially dangerout quality-. . . . 56 percent
of -the systems evidenCed physical deficiencies including
poorly protected groundwater sources, inadequate disinfec-
tion capacity, inadequate clarification capacity, and/or
inadequate 'system pressure. In the eight SMSAts studied,
the arrangements for pfoviding water service were archaic
and inefficient. While a majority of the population was
served by one or a few large systems, each metropolitan area'
also contained small inefficient! systems."16' ?lost of our
municipal slipply systems were b0.1t .over 20 years ago. The
population that many of them serve 'have increased rapidly
and the systems do not have the capacity to serve the rising
demands for clean water. The systems are obsolete because
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they =Were- _hot built for the .removal. of toxic chemical or
vius -dontaMinantS which increasingly pollute our waters.
Thédikihg water quality- and the-,aMbient water in the
enter city -have been shown to be of lower quality than some

of the l'eaeral=dtate standards 'far water quality and protec-
tion of health. The lower ,water quality may have detrithen-
tai eked td- oh the health of the center city resident.
iii :B___ifidudtrial _Water_ Pollution

<

Water pealutiii associated with induatrialited, ancl-
highly _populated areas is caused mainly by municipal sewage
and ifidnetrial Was..tes. A high density of indtstries-iri one
=area- Mean that there will be more Jirocedd wastes-_dischargad
Into- the nearby _waters. In-many -of the large. old cities
the ;waite- water sewers are -combined with the steifin- sewers, .,

. and they-overfloW during .storMS and Peak flow ,periodai.
Cher iriaj-or sources of water 'pollution are urban:runoff,
sediin-enti-fram construction, oil spills, and ocean dump-in.
Drinkirig-:Wter quality is lowered by the maintenance of the
municipal Systems-, the material of" the pipes,..azi& the _quality
of the -original _source water. .

Eitdesdi-Ve_ deterioration- Of rivers,= lakes and -tiaSig- has ' ,

how readhed-j.ridkOnSabie magnitudes- in urban -jetting ki- The,
Saiirded.of this _libIlution- burden will be'- -..eVieiNfed; -here
=glib-Wing that industries and irtunidiPai -gOVetrithents, are _cOn,==
-tribiating. the largest _amounts. Corrimerdial, domestic' and
mobile sources- will also be discussed as dOntribttera to the
pollutibni load. =Unsafe ,shiiiking, water is -traded; to inade-

-/ quat& municipal distribution_ syttems'._
iIndustrial process wastes are contriblitingthe largest

am-OW-its of pollutants to but hation's_-Waterd. They produce
13400 billion gallons of waste Per year which includes
MadsiOe__aMounts of suspended solids and-,BOD: An :anr-nilz
ardaufit Of 22- billion Patinas Of _BOD -load is being generated-
bY indUStrieS, -one-fifth of which is discharged to Municipal
deWerg;13 Between- 1957 and 1968 the industrial BOP genera-
tion increased 200 percent while- the grciT4th- in-_ industrial
prodnation- Was only 601.-18 This indicated -that the type of

'tedithologidal processes -uSed in production are -a more impor=
tint factor in causing pollution- than just the amount of
pOliutiqn-i "The Federal -Water -Quality AdMiniStration in

estimated that .industrial discharges imposed- an co_cfgen-
deMand_ -on waterways -equivalent to the Untreated- sewage of

* 165 million people" (about eighty _Percent of the U.S_. .!populatian) .19
"there are at least 404-0_00 discharged_ Of -dubatantial

. . .
Mounts _ of industrial wastes directly inta--water courses in

the -1..T:_d-i'i0 A definite clack of information exists ati:What
the individual industries are actually- dumping. It id_-known
that a few Major ihthistrieS 'account fók_-most industrial
water use and most industrial water pollUticin._ AbOut .10-, 600
out of 300,-00-0 manufacturing establiahMentS in the U.S.
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account,foe40 percent of industrial-water use.21 Nine of
the big contributors to water- pollution can be identified:
rood and kindred products, paper, chemicals, petroleum,'
primgry metals, transportation equipment, textiles,
machinery (excluding electrical), and rubber and plastics.22
The chemical and the primary metals have the most difficult
effluents to treat in terms of the cost of the technology.`
The estimates for these-costs iA 1974 will be; respectively,
$421 and $396 million dollars.P The paper industries are
also large polluters especially when they use the sulfite
process instead Of the draft process in manufacturing.' With
an annual clumping of fifty trillion gallons, of heated water,
the electric power industries are also major polluters,24

IV.E.1 Industrial Water Pollution: New York City

New York City is a good example-of pollution of a river
associated with a highly industrialized area. New York's
"Pure Waters Program" identified 225 industries.as polluters
of the Hudson River and Bay. Allwerelincluded in- the
clean -up- schedule. .Out of the'total number, -e)f) industries
axe in the New York City area and dump into the Hudgon,
Harlem and-East Rivers, the Upper and Lower Bay and Kill Van
Kull. -The liSt of polluterS contains.dye works, fOod pro-
cessingprinting and `smelting and reflning:--At the 1969
Enforcement Conference dealing with.palution of the Hudson
River and its tributaries -, only 4 but of the 66 New York
City industries were reported as being on schedule in their
clean-up processes.2

IV.E.2 Industrial c' ';er Pollution: 'Newark

Along. the lower Passaic River where Newark is located,
133 out of 182.outfall pipes belong to industries.26 The
city of Newark alone accounts for 41 of the industrial dis-
.charges,,,as shown in Table 17.- The quantities and proper-
ties of what comes out of these pipes are not precisely
known. The industries located here include major'water
polluting types suchas paper, petroleum, dyes, pats,
chemicals, and electroplating. The city of Newark has over
90 percent of the electroplating industries located in the
vicinity and mo perdent of the petroleum plants as shown

in Table 17."
The sewerage, commission of Newark has pollution control

responsibilities for discharges into the Passaic River and
keeps violation records. In a review of there records up to
50 percent of the industrial violations detected each year
were found to be committed by multiple offenders. Each year
25 to 30 major factories were cited several times for "acci-
dental" violations. The lLst includes chemical companies,
electroplating companies, dye corporations, papermills,
brewery, and meat packaging operations. But out of these-
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TABLE_ J7

OUTFALL PIPES IN NEWIWANDLOWER PAgSAIC AREA
1Percent of Total in Newark)

No.- of
Pipes
from

Industry

No. of Major
Storm Sewers
or Combined
Sewer Overflow

No. of Misc.
Storm Sewers

Pipes
and Surface No. of

Drains

tNewark 41 5 3 49

T_otal on Lower 133 =11 38 Y82
Passaic River

% Total' i_n 31% 45%' 8% 27%
Newark

r'

Source: U.S. Department of the Interior, Hudson
4 River Conference, p. 98. '(The total

number of pipes is for 13 Municipalities.)

TABLE 18

LOCATION OF FOUR CRITICAL POLLUTION INDUSTRIES
"(Newark and Vicinity)

Municipality
Paper
Mills

Petroleum
Plants

Dye; Paint,
Chemicals

,Electro-
pp

Belleville 2 10 1
Bloomfield 4 ,2

East Newark 4

East Orange 1 3

Suburban Total 7 19 2

Newark 24 8 103 28-

Area Tcital 31 -8 122 30-

%.of Area Total
in Newark

77% 100.% 84% 93%

Source:- Beale, Pollution Control on the' Passaic
River, pp. 17-18.
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violators not one has been assessed a penalty fine or been
named inan abatement court action under state law.28

IV.F Municipal Wastes

Municipal wastes are the second largest source of water
pollution after industries. The problems include municipal
waste-water plant effluents, "Combined sewer"29 discharges
and urban runoff. The general situation concerning munici-
pal plants is that 13,000 communities have sewer systems and
Of these 10.percent dump the wastes back into the rivers
untreated and 15 percent provide only primary treatment.30

6 In 1960 only 62.3 percent of the U.S. population was served
by public sewers (27.5 percent had a septic tank or cesspool
and 10: -2 pekcent had non-water carriage or a privy).3.1 In

the 19 -70 census, about 70 percent of the total all-year
housing had public sewer connections.32 Many communities
are still in need of sewage systems, while 25 percent of
those that haV'e them discharge partially treated or un-
treated wastes into receiving waters.

The large cities tend to be the oldest ones with,the
historically unplanned and presentlY overloabed sewer .

systems. They exhibit the largest numbers of combined
sewers and the pollution problems that go with them. Table
.19- is from an inventory of the percent and population size
of communities with combined or separate sewers.33 The
inventory showed that 71 percent of the population groups of
over 500,000 people have combined sewers or both separate
and combined sewers. Most of the Combined sewers are 4!ound
in large communities, While 81.'0 to 95.5 percent of the
communities of less than 10,000 people have separate sewers.

The combined sewer problem can be seen in the highly
urbanized area of New York City:. The combined sewer- over -
flow pollution load dumped into the Hudson in 1969 was 46
million pounds of BOD annually. The BOD load from municipal
discharges in the area was 422 million pounds of BOD per
_year. It was estimated to decrease to 70.million pounds if
the present treatment reached 90 percent BOD retoval.34- -BUt
New York City's plans are behind schedule for the buildin;
of waste treatment plantS,in the -Pure= Waters Program (1967-
72). These plants were supposed to increase the- city-wide
BOD removal frbm 49 percent to at-least 30 percent. More
complete data is given in Appendix C..

The city of Newark, located on the rower Passaic River,
is another example of a :ombined sewer systm which Causes
pollution. More than 75 percent of its sewer system is over
100 years old and about 250 miles of its 500 miles of sewer
pipes are,combinea. Together, age and inadequate Mainten-
ance result in inefficient operation and frequent breakdowns.
Numerous illegal industrial connections into the collection
system add to the total problem. The largest treatment
plant of the lower valley and the Newark area offers only

0 primary treatment and no disinfection. It 4 clear why the
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TABLE 19

PERCENT OF'EACH TYPE OF'SEWER,
WITHIN POPULATION GROUPS

Population Size
Groups

*Percent of Commun ities With --

Separate
Seweis

Combined
Sewers

Both Separate
and Combined

Sewers

Under 500 95.5 3.5 1.0.
500-1,-000 90.2 7.6 2.2
-4000-5,000' 85.5 10.3 4.3
5-,000-10=,000 81.0 10.4- 8.6
10,000-.25,000 78.3 13.-2 8.5
25,000-,50,000 71.3 13.9 14.8
50,H0-100,000 65.8 22.4 11.7
.100,000=250,000 52.4 22.6 25.0
250,000-500,000 58.3 19.4 19.4
=Over 500_,000' 27.3 31.8 40.9

TOTAL 85.2 5.1

*Percent of reported cases._
.10

Source;___U.S. Federal Water Quality Administration,
kinTicipal Waste Facilities, Statistical
Summary, 1968 Inventory__(Washington,.D.C.4
Gavernment Printing OfficelTable
p. 35.
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Passaic River is so heavily polluted. Ore estimate of the
'extent was. that 70 percent of the Passaic'L BOD is caused
by the Newark sewer discharge.35 Similarly, during a nine-

-month study in Chicago, Illinois, 31 storms occurred and the
total ROD discharged to the stream was 278,000 pounds. The
average total BOD overflow load was calculated to be 46,900
lbs/day.

The third category of municipal water pollution is
urban runoff which is considered a dispersed or non-point
source. This less obvious pollution-enters receiving waters
*through separa6 storm sewer discharges during periods of
precipitation, thaw, or runoff and drainage from other
sources. The range of stormwater pollutants concentrations
.

2,svery wide. Total coliform counts per 100 ml have been
measured,from 40 to 240,000.and suspended solids from 26 to
36;250 mg/1.36 The dispersed pollution load should be con-
sidered along with the municipal and industrial point
sources. For example, a study done of the runoff near
Detroit indicated that BOD in separate stormwater discharges
was generally about. one -fifth of that obserl-led in combined
seWer8. Total-coliform densities were approximately one-

, tenth of those in combined sewers. Another study of street
runoff from Wishington D.C. found that the average BOD
concentration was 1 -26 milligramg per liter and the average
concentration of suspended' solids was 2,100 mg/1., In,

meeting the future demand for municipal water supplies and
sewage treatment, proper drainage sheds should also be
planned.

Commercial_and domestic sources of water pollution are
mainly indirectly responsible for their pollution. Busi-
nesses, offices and residences are hooked up to municipal
sewage systems and those systems cause pollution. Sediment
in urban runoff is a pollutant which is traceable to the
practices of a construction firm. Non-agricultural land
disturbing activities that are concentrated_in .urban areas
yield enOugh_sediment to add to water pollution levels.
During construction,when the land is exposed to erosion some
form of sediment control is needed.

The mobile sources of water pollution in the U.S. which
are of.the most concern to urban areas are oil Spills and
ocean dumping. Oil spillage has been ranked as the second
mp'st important source of pollution in the chesapeake Bay by
:Dr.4Pritchard,. 'director of the Chesapeake Bay Institute at
Johns Hopkins University. (First is domestic sewage at nine
million gal./day.) The number of oil spills documented by
- the -Coast Guard in 1970 off the coast of Maryland and
Virginia was 145 amounting to 1,058,896 gallons of spillage.
The Chesapeake Bay is one of the major trans-:shipments
routes along the East Coast used by the petrochemical
industry.37 The deliberate dumping of sludge and 4arbage

: into the ocean pollutes harbors near large population centers.
The marine life-in them is crucial to the fishing industry
which provides jobs and food for the people of the city.
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Industrial waste accounts for most of the dumping. Solid
waste,_ Sewage sludge and dredge spoil are also significant
pollutant sources.J8 //

IV.G Health Hazards

This discussion considers the health hazards which
close public beaches and those health hazards found in
poorly treated drinking water. These hazards affect the
center city resident by causing a lack of water recreational,
resources and by lowering the quality of drinking water.

'IV.G.1 Beach ._yeas

-Many beaches near urban _areas are closed because of
h azardous_pollution counts. Thete include beaches in the
Hudson-River-and-Bay, the Chesapeake Bay and the Lake-Erie-
-area. '-'Fifty years ago, 54 -0 of New York City's 575 miles Of
waterfront were deemed unfit for swimming. Almost mone -of
t shorelinehoreline has been reclaimed. less than twenty miles of
beaches exist where the water is considered, Olean enough-for
t iwimming- -and- the quality at these beaches is highly ques
t ionable." Teaches -at -Coney Island and Staten- Island -were
rated as- either conditionally-Untafe ,or unsafe._39 A study
of New York Harbor in-1969 showed -that bacteria= discharge&
at- Robbins Reef Idischarge point for awatte treatment

_ plant) can reach the beaches of-Coney Island-and Staten-
Island Within blx=hours-_kjilirliaillTOf 20-i-000 -*Organisms per
100- milliliter of coliform bacteria cariTgurvive-the-tixt=hour
exposure.-_40 -The maximum allowedfor body =con -Fact- recreation
is 2i000 organisms per 100 ml. This indicates tilat-patho
genic organisms which may be in the meste -water can cause a
luealth- hazard for center city residents using the lower-bay
for-recreation

Similar hazardous Conditions-were found in -the
Washirigton, 1D.Cr area in,a-study,done by the Department of
Microbiology at-the-GeorgetoOnlversity- School of Medicine-
in 1970.41 Colifo71-counts in the Potomac River-consis-
tently dkceedri-100_,000A0N- (most probable mUmber)_ -ger- 100-
,ml and fecal doliform levels exceeded 10,:000-MPN/100-m1._
The study indicates-a clear danger to public health as
-con-form counts should not exceed,-2.,000-MPN/I00_ml. for
swimming and 10,000 MPN/100.ti for lOating and shore recrea-
tion._ Dr. Falkow-of the -Ge6rgetown-University School of
Medicine recommended-that water contact recreatiom_on-the
Pototac immediately prohibited because of the Wealth=
hazard. The waters near urban areas.have been foul:d to be
extremely polluted _and-unhealthy. .-Center -city residents are
without easy access -to -water recreational resources Is the
closest waters are unsafe.
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Iv.G.2 Drinking ,Water

Poor quality drinking water can Ve traced to inadequate
municipal water treatment faCilitieS, old distribution
syStemS, and unprotected water supply sources. The older
'supply systems.,and treatment plants are subject to more
frequent breakdowns and contamination entering in fro*,
inadequate chlorination. Lead may be, dissolved in the water
from older lead pipes and joints. Metals and organic chemi-
cals reach the watdi\ F.tupplies from industries and may not be.
completely removed by\present treatment processes.

Drinking water from old, center city distribution
systems can-also be considered unsafe: The-Public- Health
Service Drinking Water Standards define health hazards as
"any conditions, devices or practices in =the water Supply
system and its operation which create, or may create, a
danger to the health and well being -of the water consumer. "42
Harmful substances in the water as well as poor maintenance
of and inadequate treatment in the water supply facilitieS
Constitute health hazards. Potential health dangers exist
in inefficient supply systems which do not or cannot remOve
harmful, Substances suci. as bacteria, viruses;. heaVy metal_ s
and organic chemicals irom the drinking water. Physical
deficiencies were found in fifty-six percent of the 969
systems studied in the Corm_ unitY Water SUpply- Study- (CWSS)..41-

Individttal tap water samples were taken- during_ the CWSS
in 1970 and analyzed according to the PHS Drinking- Water
Standards. Thirty-six- percent of the 2600 samples con,
tained one or more bacteriologica: or chemical constituents
exceeding the limits. _Nine percent contained- babteriologi.,
cal con ami dangerous quality
of water. Thirty-six percent exceeded a1ealton-e-of-Lthe--------

limitS. Eleven percent eThi-c-e-6ded---the-recommended__
organicchemical limit of 200 partS per billion.44

potential problem exists with bacterial contamination
as pUblic distribution and treatment facilities -become .older.
-Bacteria- can___enter at the source of the water sUpplyror
later in the distribution Systems:- -Case' of System failures_
and the resultant outbreak of waterborne diseases- show the
lack of_adequate treatment facilities and their maintenance.

In Riverside, California i(in 1965 -)- .16_,_000 people were
affected by an epidemic of acute gastroenteritis in whidh
seventy people were hospitalized and three died.45 Another
attack of gastroenteritis occurred in 1968 in Angola, New
York because of a failure in_the disinfection system. The
town -uses the same lake for sewage and drinking water.0
Other cities such. as Buffalo, New York anCI Fall River,
Massachusetts have frequently instructed their residents to
boil all their drinking cooking and washing water because
of 'bacterial pollution.47

Other than the deterioration of water supply facilities,
a potential health hazard exists in the water pollutants
which cannot be removed by regular processeS. Three types
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of these pollutants are viruses, heavy metals and organic
ohetticals. Viruses can survive chlorination processes
better than vegetative bacteria,_ The occurrence of water-,
borne . = hepatitis_ indicates the potential danger of such epi-
sodeS If conditions favor the virus population. A total of
53 waterborne outbreaks of infectious -hepatitis were
reported in the literature in this century.49 A recent,
e ample happened in 1969 in' Worcester, Massachusetts when
sixty percent -_6f__the__ Holy Cross College football teeth was
stricken with infectious hepatitiS as a resulp -of ineffec-,
tive- cross;-connection control procedures.49 Better tech-
niques of water treatment are needed to insure elimination
of viruses from drinking =water.50-

IV. G 3 .Toxic Substances

Heavy metals such as lead and mercury constitute
another health hazard to center city residents. Toxic
effects occur from an accumulation of the metals in the
bOdy resulting from exposUre to excessive .amounts lin air,
meter, food and/or paint). More cases of lea& poisoning
have been discovered in older sections of cities_ than eiSe-
where.51- Although the largesjt source of lead exposure is
prObably lead based paint the existence of lead concentra
tions in= dr_inkin_g= water must also _be considered a severe
problemt52 The major problem with heavy metals in water
treatment processes is removal difficultieS. Existing pro-
cedures are not always effective in removal of these
substances.

The addition of organic chemicals such as DDT to water
-resources is growing in frequency all the time. Newer
chemicals are being developed and added to the environment,

--while_the_effect of thebe chemicals -has not been fully
analy-ze&_to ,de t elan 1:1---t-o-xicity-to--peoplepl'e
is PCB' s= (polychlorinated biphenD.ST-Whio-hare--ilsed-in-
iiidiratrial coolants. It is estimated that about 300,000
gallons per _year of PCB materials are presently :used- by-
Michigan industries and that there is a potential market of

_____abo_ut one million gallons per year.53 'Most of thiS is
duniped: in waste- effluents -into7redeiving-waters:-.-More
research needs to be done on the environmental and 'health
effects of these new chemicals as well as better methods
of -removing:-them- from drinking water.

'IV.H Control of ,,Wat er Pollution

The Environmental Protection Agency represents the
'Federal government's role in the abatement of water pollu-
tion. It offers central administrative support to the
individual -states in the establishment of their own
standards. Pollution controls on interstate and navigable
waters can be directly enforced by EPA. There is a Federal
system of "matching grants" to municipalities for the
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construction of waste water treatment works. Recently a
bill to set minimum national, standards_ for drinking water
was ,passed. The present laws will be reviewed along with
three which are now before tle.legislature.

The Federal laws to abate water pollution follow iWo
methods: 11) That of an enforcement conference, and (2)
that of construction grants for waste treatment plants. Both
of these are in conjunction with the states. Direct Federal
responsibility exists for interstate and navigable waters
and also for caset-where the int^rstate sale of shell -fish
suffers from pollution. Only if a governor or state agency
requests the assistance may the Federal government take
action-for intrastate pollution. for example, the confer-
ences on the Hudson River began in 1965 because of requests -

from the governors of New York and New Jersey and:also
because survey studies.showed interstate pollution.'

The idea of enforcement conferences to end water pollu-
tion began in 1956`with the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act. After hearing testimony from the polluters recommenda-
tions are 'made along with a clean-up schedule. The states
are given the responsibility of enforcing the recomMenda-
tions. After more hearings and warnings with six months
time limits the polluters may be taken to court by the
Federal government. This is a long and complicated process.
Since the 1956' Act, 59 conferences have been initiated and
none of these has ever been officially "closed." Instead,
they have been reconvened several times. the Potomac Confer-
ence at least five times. Up to 1971, only four cases had
proceeded to the hearing board stage and only one had been
taken to court. The suit against St. Joseph, Missouri began
in 1960 and has not closed yet.54

In an attempt to expedite the enforcement procedures,
the Water Quality Act of 1965 provided for the water quality
standards program. This Act requires the individual states

--to-draw-up_ their own standards, which when approved by EPA
become the Federal- state` standards. -The-procedure-for-the
standards program involves three steps. First, the states
hold public bearings to set stream classifications for
waters within their boundaries. 'This is One according to
the use of the water, e.g. swimming, boating, etc. Second,
the appropriate criteria are set to meet the_classifloations
of water-usage. For-example, the criteria for coliform
bacteria might be a permissible level of 10,000 organiethe
per 100 milliliter in a public water.supply and a maximum -

level of 1,000 per 100 M1 in water used for body contact
recreation.- The third step of the procedure is the setting-
of the implementation plans. This is a-- schedule for actions
to be taken= by the polluters to enable the waters =to meet
the Federal- state criteria The schedule might include
dates for planning, starting and completing the construction
of a municipal waste -watez treatment plant. The enforcement
procedure for the standards program rests initially with the
states. But if the polluters are not meeting their schedule
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in the standards (most -of the final compliance.dates are
prior to. 1975) EPA may issue A.180 day notice. This gives
the polluter six months to agree to voluntary action-or be-

. taken to dourt.5c
=The --most recent law, The Water Quality Act of 1970,

includes a section on-the control of oil pollution placing
this problem under Federal authority. Fines of up to-
$100_00- are required for discharges of oil from-,Vessels, and
on -shore Or off-shore facilities. The owners-or operators
responsible for the pollution-are liable for up to

_
414,000,4)00 far the cost of the damages and removal of the

Federal water _pollution abatement through-grants for
the-canstruction of waste treatment plants_ began in 1956
when funds -were firSt-authorizect More funds were authorized-
in 1965 and in the Clean Water Restoration-Act of 1966-
Under-the present law, grants between 30 and 55-percent: of

the approved construction cost are available from EPA.
Since 1957, the Federal =government has paid 'considerable
amounts of-Money for-treatment plants.Sb in theory this
helps-abate industrial-pollution ledause industrieS-may _pay
to hook up to_municipar plants to allow:treatment-of their
-effluents. Federal grants for manpowektraining-to-schoolS
and -scholakships to individUals for- training -in-water
-quality-.technologyare alSo .Funds are also-
provided for regional-planning agencies-which-draw -up: the-

implementation programs,
An anti - pol=lution tool that was-already-in existence

but -not being used as such is the- Rivers_-_and -Harbors- Act =Of

1899- (Refuse Act). It-provides for fines-of 2,500 per day-
for_discharging_ refuse or -waste,--except municipal sewage,
into navigable _waters without a_ permit from the ArMy Corps_
of Engineers. The law was brought back into-use=in 1970-by
an executive order. A permit program_ was instituted to be

( run jointly by'the Army-Corps of EngineerS and The .Environ,
mental -Protection Agency. The states are also given a-say
in _whether a -1-5-e-rmit-±s-to--be-i-ssued_or:denied__until
discharge receives treatment. One unique provisic5476f-the-
law is-that any person who'gives information which 'leads to
a conviction" iS entitled to one -half the fine. The Act =has-
been tested in n-a court and found to be _a useful tool against
un-a---u-t-ffiitrzed-7di-s charge s

Presently the_permit program is being held-up because
of a court case (Kalur -v. Resort Eecember 1971) whic_h_says
that an environmental impadt statement must be filed for-each

permit issued. Section 102-(2)(C) -of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act requireS "all-agencies of the Federal
government" to prepare environmental,impact statements-on
major actions significantly affecting the-environment,
0.ongress did not intend section 102 should change:existing
agencies-that "already-have important responsibilities in-
thei.are_aof environmental control." The Council on EnvirOn,
mental Quality issued-guidelines which limit exemptions from
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the 102 process to "environmental protective regulatory
activities taken or concurred in by" EPA. But NEPA itself
contains no specific guidance on this point. As a result
the Federal district court's decision in the Kalur case
has held up the permit program established under the Refuse
Act. There is now a backlog of over 20,000 permit applica-
tions on existing refuse discharges which are awaiting
ftirther decisions.57

The most .recent method to control pollution is the idea
of effluent limitations which is part of the proposed 1972
amendments to.,the Water Pollution Control Act. Effluent
limitations are a more direct means of enforcement than the
stream water quality standards, because they are easily
applied to =a specific polluting discharge. The new bill
would require, by January 1., 1976, effluent limitations "of
the best practical control technology currently available. " -58
The bill even goes further to say that there shall be no
discharge of pollutants by January 1, 1981; or else "limita-
tions consistent with the best available demonstrated techr
nology. "59. Publicly owned treatment works existent on
January 1, 1976, of those approved for construction prior
to June 30, 1974, must meet effluent limitations based upon
a defined secondary treatment.60 This difference between
public and private sources was made in recognition that they
generally have different _types of effluents. If a private
discharge is put into a piablic treatment system, provisions.
are made forl"pretreatment standards."

The Federal and state governments will work together to
establish the effluent limitations regulations along with
the best "practicable" and the best "available" techniques.
The economic, social, environmental and techndlogical
effects of achieving or not achieving the effitient limita-
tions- and the goals of no discharge by 1981 are expected' to
be considered. This will be in a report to Congress by the
National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of
Engineering which is due two years after/ passage of the bill.

How does this bill relate to past legislations? First
-of all, the Water Quality .Standardst program according tO
the 1965 Act 'OM St-III be continued--"unIesS -found-to- be-
inconsistent witH the 1972 Act." The effluent limitations
can be made more stringent if they ,are found inadequate to
meet the water quality standards of the 1965 Act. Secondly,
the_:Refuse Act Permit program will be changed. Under this
bill there will be more 7-6-deral-state Cooperation in issuing
-Fedeial permits.. Mo_st, of the enforcement- burden will the
upon the states. The Federal government can only demi-a-
permit if the discharge will affect the quality of the
waters in another state. Overall, the enforcement prOce-
dures will be based upon discharge permits -and. efflueht
limitations with fines and/or jail sentences instead of the
old conferences and 180-day notices.

The comprehensive new bill includes many other provi-
sions. One calls for "user charges" which industrieS will
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pay fbi. their use of a waste water treatment plant according
to Volume-and strength of effluent. PublIc paiticipation
will be in the form of "citizens suits" against any persbn
or persons in violation of the effluent limitations. Grant
money is included for the- construction_of new waste treat;
ment plants fin. amounts from 60.to 75 percent of the cost,
depending on the state's share. Eighteen billion dollars
for fiscal years 73-75 is asked for in the proposed law for
the purpose of construction grants. Loins to small business
concerns for water pollution control facilities are author-
ized in the bill to be made when the small business needs

assistance. The Attorney General will "make a study of the
feasibility of establishing a separate court or court system
having jurisdiction over environmental matters." An
Environmental Financing Authority (EFA) will be established
underlthe supervision of the Secretary of the Treasury. The

EFA will help ,the state and local governments in the financ-_
ing of their share of the construction of waste treatment

facilities. -
The proposed Marine Protection and Research Act of 1971.

provides for a permit system run by EPA to control ocean
dumping. The Federal controls will be applied at the
loading dock. No owner of a vessel may load waste which is

to 'be discharged in.ocean waters unless a permit has been
obtained from EPA and the Coast Guard is notified of the

exact dumping.location. The permits are issued only if-EPA
concludes that the discharge of such waste in any ocean
waters will not damage the ecology of the marine environ-
ment. The wastes which are included in this Act are dredge
spoils, sewage sludge, solid waste, industrial wastes, con-
struction debris and radioactive wastes. The area covered
by the "ocean waters" is both the territorial waters within
three miles of the shore and the high seas adjacent to the
territoral waters as far as twelve miles out:

There are proposed amendments to the Public Health_
Service Act which will provide for the establishment by 'the
.Federal' government of certain standards pertaining to
drinking water and its.sources. The bill provides for
minimum national standards which will be implemented and
enforced by the- Statel_end local goliernments. These proposed-
standards for the minimum quality of Water allowable for
drinking in the U.S. will include the maximum permissible
levels for any chemical, biological, radiological or other

-contaminants, Before these standards, the Federal govern-
-lment-only-hadLE water_supplies =servi ng inter-

_ state_carriers. The new lawWITIal-lowFederai_enifo:r7deMent
action when the states- fail to do this- A hearing board may
be called to examine the problem and to make recommendations.
The violaters then have six months to one year to correct
the drinking water contamination problem before, the matter

is referred to a court. Technical as well as financial
assistance- will-be provided by EPA for state and local
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agencies in need. These amendments are still in Congres-
sional subcommittees. for discusaon.

ProvisiOns in the Federal water, pollution laws will not
affect the residents of the center city as direct generators
of that pollution, but the residenta May take action against
the polluters. Under the Refuse Act of 1899 citizens may
act as informers against industries which are-discharging
wastes without a permit. Employee protection is insured for
any citizens acting as informers against their own. employers
for violation of anti-pollution laws. The informers are
entitled to, one-half of the imposed fine. Under the pro-
posed 1972 amendments, citizens may sue public and private
violators of the effluent limitations.

Municipal governments are responsible for the pollution
caused by publicly owned waste treatment facilities, com-
bined or separate sewer systems, and urban runoff. If they
are presently found to be violators of the Federal-state
water quality standards program, EPA first gives the states
an opportunity to take action. When the state pollution
control agency doesn't do- chis, the Federal government can
call an enforcement conference or issue aL 180-day notice to
the municipality to abate the-pollution. The usual route
followed today is to issue a 180-day notice. During the 180
days an agreement may be reached on a program for pollution
abatement. If not, the court. TAU hear the case and makes
its own recommendations. The polluter can then be fined or
imprisoned for contempt of court.

Under the present law municipal governments are eligi-
ble for ccmstruction grants between 30 and 55 percent of the
cost to treatment facilities. The remaining cost must be
made up on their own (45-70 percent) at the expense of other
much needed city programs.

The 19/2 prOpused-law-has-a-sImpler-means_of_enfo=e-
!Mat. By January 1, 1976 all publicly awned treatment works
must have secondary treatment for their effluent's. When EPA
determines a municipal plant is illegally discharging, the
state agency is given thirty days to take action. EPA will
then issue an order to the polluter or take him to court.
Federal enforcement action can be in a civil court,for a
fine of $10,000/day of violation or in a criminal court for
penalties up to $25,000 per day of violation and/or one year

_. in jail. _

Besides a faster and more direct means of enforcement,
the new law would provide for construction grants of between
60 and 75 percent of the cost for waste treatment works.
This leaves only 25 to 40 percent of the cost.up to the
municipal government. Federal money will also be provided
for comprehensive plammilw-by regional or_intera-tate
agencies -(75 to 100%)-

The passage of the Safe Drinking Water Act will Mean
enforcement of standards upon municipal water supply systems.
Municipal governments will have to pay to upgrade their
present systems and efficiency of treatment, or, pay to
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.1.

build all new systems. Federal money and 'technical assis-
tance is offered to the municipalities to help meet condi-

.
tions-of the Act.

The proposed legislation may have direct effects upon
certain industries. Building and highway construction will
have to provide for sediment control programs which will
increase construction costs. The cost of sediment control
for housing construction programs is estimated at between
$100 and $150 per structure. A total investment in this is
estimated by CEQ for 1972 to 1980 to be $900 millidn.a

Industries which discharge wastes into interstate and
navigable waters are presently subject to the same controls
as municipal waste treatment plants. They must comply with
the 1965 Water Quali.4-y Standards Program or be givers -a, 180-
day notice and then taken to court. The industry may be
found discharging refuse without a permit and be illegal
under the 1869 Refuse Act. If found guilty, the polluter
must pay $2500 per day for the violation. ,

The new law will clear up the procedure to define dead-
lines for achieving certain effluent limitations. They are
the "best practicable methods" by January 1, 1976 and no
discha'rge or the "best available methods" of treatment by
January 1, 1981. Enforcement of the law will rest with both
state and Federal authorities. Federal:action could take
one. of three approaches: court order, civil, proceedingsor
criminal proceedings. 141e choice "presented" to the
industry is to pay for the pollution., controls or to pay
court fines, plus the pollution controls if found in viola-
tion. Possible fines of $25,000 per day of yiolation are
provided in the law. .

The mobile sources which cause oil pollution are now
Liable for the costs of damages and clean -up -under the 1970
amendments. This method will probably continue under the
new propoSed law. The choice for_the_oll_transporters is- to
pay for safer vessels or to pay for the high cost of the
damages which their pollution imposes upon the environment.
The vessels which would dump refuse into the ocean (harbors
and bays)- will have to receive permits if the Marine Protec-
tion Act becomes law. The permits would only be allowed if
EPA determined that the dumping would not damage the marine
ecology.
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SECTION V

SOLID WASTE

V.A Introduction

The most visible of urban environmental problems is
solid waste. Streets and alleys are cluttered with garbage,
trash, worn out appliances and furniture and frequently,
abandoned automobiles. Residents of the inner city, often
feel that-solid waste is the most significant urban environ-
mental problem. Inadequate sanitation and garbage removal
were named as significant grievances by the residents of al-
most half of the cities surveyed by the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders. In 1968, solid waste genera-
tion in urban areas, exceeded one billion pounds daily.

The problem is growing -: incinerators cannot be built
because of Lk pollution requirements; landfills must move
further away from cities thus increasing hauling cost; water
pollution and dumping requirements are becoming more strin-
gent =thus eliminating presently used disposal methoes. Most
importantly; patterns of consumption are changing Paper,
wood, .pladtics and glass are all being consumed in eve
increasing quantities. An average urban resident generates
5.72 pounds of solid waste per day.1 By 1980, this figure
is expected to rise to almost eight pounds per day.2

V-.B Inner City Solid Waste

Inner city solid waste problems are more pronounced than
those of4the urban area as a whole. High population density
in conjunction with housing conditions and community economic
and educational levels tehd to accentuate the problem. Lack
bf community recreational facilities force children to play
in streets, alleys and vacant lots whose_proximity to solid
waste_ accumulations cause exposure to rats, veribin and:rot-
ting food. dontainers are easily knocked over giving rise to
brokem glass, scavengers-and waste screwn all -over the area.
Abandoned appliances, furniture-and automobiles become.play
toys for children and breeding places for roaches,-rats and
other pests..

In order to better understand inner city solid waste
problems a case study of Wilmington, relaware will be pre' -
sent-ed. Wilmington is a typical Northeastern city evidencing
most urban problems, but on a smaller,.SOmewhat manageable
scale. Poverty, housing abandonment, Model Cities grants and
urban renewal are all part of Wilmington's character. Solid
waste problems are also a part of that character. In order
to discuss the solid waste problem of Wilmington, four subject
areas will be considered: solid waste generation and collec-
tion, abandoned automobiles, street cleaning and special pick-
ups (used appliances, furniture, etc. too large to be Wandled
during regular service).
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V.E..1 -Solid_ Waste Generation and -Collection.

--Wilmington is- divided into 3_6 routes for routine trash
collection. All routes are traversed twice weekly, eithet
Monday and Thursday or Tuesday and Friday. Wednesday is left
as a bad weather makeup day or for special pick ups. Route
size is based upon equivalent numbers of dwelling units in
each route. No allowance for density considerations is made.

Data representing 35 weeks of collection during 1971 was
collected. (Originally data for the whole year was collect-
ed. However: all data sheets containing Wednesday pick ups

*were disregarded. This was done to eliminate any posiible
bias that might be caused by water soaked waste.) The unit
of teasurement was a truck load which represents 20 cubic
yards of compacted refuse. All refuse was collected in trucks
of this type. Each day, drivers reported the number of loads
collected. Number of loads collected weekly ranged from 3.04
to 4.86 with a mean of 3.78 and a variance of .2125.

The Census Euieau poverty map3 according to the
1969 census was imposed upon a mop of the
collection routes in Wilmington. Accordingly, collection
routes were classified in- one of the- following- four categor.,
ies:

I. Contained Entirely within poverty area.
II. Contained Predominately within poverty area.
III. Contained Predominately outside of poverty area.
IV. Contained Entirely outside of :poverty area.

Collection routes in their respective categories are shown
in Table

The difference between means for Groups land IV was
statistically significant.4 This implies that refuse,genera-
tion per poverty area routes was significantly greater than
refuse generation per non- poverty area route. Combining
Groups II and III and then comparing with IV yielded no sijni-
ficant difference. This implies that refuse generation per
routes contained partially in the pcmerty area did not differ
from refuse generation in routes fotaIly outside =the poverty
area. The comparison of means of II and III versus I yielded
Significant diffe±ences.5 This infers that generation in .

totally contained poverty area routes is significantly larger
than generation in partially contained poverty area,routes.

The inferences that can be drawn from the data serve to
reinforce the concepts presented earlier. First, there is a
significant difference in the amount of refuse generated-be-
tween inner city residential refuse routes and other residen-
tial routes. Second, since routes are based on approximately
equivalent numbers of housing units, the accumulations of
refuse at any one time \are necessarily larger in the inner
city. When this is compi.ounded with the inner city character-
istic of high density, 13.obably the cause of the higher
generation6, thisaccumulation proLlem becomes acute. In
this context, containerization becomes an acute-problem.
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Larger accumulations of refuge proximate to more people
necessarily implies that containers used in the inner city
must be larger, stronger and more accessible to the local
residents.

V.B.2 Abandoned Automobiles

In July 1, 1970 to June 30, 1971, 958 aban-
cloned aut66.615ildS Were removed from the Streets_of_Wilmington.
Monthly totals ranged from 40 in December 1970 to 147 in July
1970. In a random sample of 100 abandoned carst 72 were
found to have been abandoned within the Census Bureau poverty
area.. In other words, the probability of having an abandoned
auto in the poverty area was. 2.67 times as great as having
one in another city location:

The city doeS not incur any direct cos-Es due to the
abandoned auto pro4em. However, substantial indirect costs
are involired. First, the police force must ticket all aban-
doned autos and notify a private towing contractor to have it
towed away. Seconds abandoned autos serve as a breeding place
for rats and other vermin whose control often becomes a muni-
cipal responsibility. Third, disposal of the abandoned auto
eventually ends up as a city responsibility after all salvage
has taken place. Zinallyt it was estimated by city officials
that a three day to two week lead time exists between contrac-
tor notification and vehicle, removal. During this time traf-
fic is obstructed, children use them for playing areas and
the visual aesthetics of a neighborhood are severely impair-
ed. Although not direct or even tangible, these are signifi-
cant costs to be borre by the city-. .

V.B.3 Street Cleaning \

Depending upon parking regulatiOns, Wilmington utilizes
either manual or mechanical means for street cleaning. Manual
routes are located predominantly (12 of 16) within the Census
Bureau poverty area. In contrast, mechanical routes are pre-
dominantly (15 of 19) Located outside of the poverty area.

Data was collected for the months of April and May 1972.
FrequendY cf service, total milei traversed, and,tons pf re-
fuse collected were recorded. The statistic

tons x frequency of service
miles

was calculated for all routes. In both manual and mechanical
routes, no significant difference was found between non- poverty-
area and poverty area routes. Ths same was true for total tons
collected, tons per miles and frequency of service. (Due to the
different technologies employed, differences between manual and

. mechanical were not evaluated;) In other words, the streets are
just as dirty in the poverty areas as outside of them.

In our opinion, additional data (this study was based on
only two months) would indicate a differential impact on the
inner City, i.e. streets- located in the poverty area would
generate more refuse and require a greater frequency of service.
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1T.B.4 _Special Pickups

131ad-furniture, bmken_appliances, or any other refuse
too large to be easily handled during scheduled routes is
classified as a special pickup. In order to have this refuse
removed, .a resident must call the Department of Public Works
and request removal. Contingent upon their availability,
trucks are dispatched to collect the refuse.

A random sample of ten days during May-June 1972, indi-
cated-354-requestS- for ..pickup were-called in Of these, 156
or 41 percent originated in the inner city. Lead time between-
call in and eventual service waz estimated to be one week or
lesS.

The existence of special pick up items on inner city
streets and alleys precipitates many of the same problems
associated with abandoned automobiles. They serve a'S breed-
ing piaces.for rats and vermin. They become play toys for
neighborhood children who lack recreational facklitieS. Sca-
vengers dismantle and remove the salvagable comPonents leav-
ing the valueless shell strewn over the street.! Finally,
aesthetics of the neighborhood are severely impaired, inflic-
ting possible psychological harm upon the residents.

AT.B.5 The Inner City Solid Waste Problem

To understand why the inner city has acute solid waste-
problems, one inust delve into its character. Deteriorating
physical plant combined with- high density conditions are the
basic problems. The generally lower socio-ecOnomic status,of
the residents serve to magnify the problem. Streets crowded-
with automobiles not only produce significant,air pollution
but also seriously hamper the movement of colp.ection vehicles.
Rampant crime imparts fear to residents and Inhibits neighbor-
hood cooperation in the solution of neighborhood problems.

Numerous frustrations with urban life manifest themselves
in solid waste problems. The existence of vast amounts of
substandard housing provide little incentiv&to keep streets,
,alleys and back yards free from debris. Lack of education and

.1

opportunity serve to further destroy these Incentives.
Conditions dictated by economics magnity the problems.

Eating habits based on below poverty level incomes create
food wastes, as residents are forced to purOhase cheaper, low-
er quality foodstuffs.. Dilapidated furnitilre and-worn out
appliances become more prevalent as residents cannot afford
to maintain the old or purchase new househOld wares.

Decreasing city tax bases and increasing demand for city
services, especially among poverty communities, can result in
Out backs in collection frequency or street cleaning. Refuse
that was collected bi-weekly may now only be collected weekly.
Accumulations become more severe. The ultimate result is
more refuse in streets and alleys proximate to residents who
have neither the means nor lhe incentive to deal with the
problem.



Inner city solid waste problems form a vicious .cycle.
Xhe presence of solid waste, in the streets, alleys and hall-
ways precipitates more litter, more collection problems. As
collection lags behind generation, the problem magnifies.

Solutions to inner city solid waste problems must im-
pinge directly on these sources. Collection must be made
more efficient, more frequent. (Some areas of New York City
have collections daily while others 'only have it weekly.)
Systems that provide incentives to both manufacturers and.
consumers must be developed. Better housing, higher standards
of living. and education must also be made part of that system.

In summary, the following conclusions about inner city___solid waste problems may be drawn:

Solid waste generation in the inner city tends to
be larger per route of approimately equivalent
housing units than generation in other parts of.
the city.
Due to increased density, lack of recreational
facilities and the increased generation rate,
accumulation and containerization. problems in
the inner city are especially acute.
The frequency of abandoned cars in the inner city
Is much. larger thary in other,areas of the city.
Generation of special pickup refuse isdispropor-
tionately higher in povertyareas than throughout
the remainder of the city.
Processing and disposal of inner city solid waste
constitutes a significant city government problem.

V.0 Health Hazards

-`

Quantitative understanding of solid waste/disease rela-
tionships is non-existent. Therefore, a discussion on health
effects must be very general and qualitative in nature. The
health effects of solid waste in the inner city can be divi-
ded in two general categories:' direct and indirect.

Direct health effects can be illustiated by the presence
of rats and other vermin in the inner cityy. It is estimated
that between 60 and 90 percent,of all rat bites occur in the
inner city.? Solid waste accumulations serve as breeding
places for disease carriers such as rats, flies, mosquitos,
and others. The presence of these household pests precipi-
tates the use of pesticides in order to control them.

Tlie disposal of solid waste pollutes the air and water.
Incineration releases noxious gases and particulates in the
air. Waste dumped into waterways destroys plant and animal
life. Sanitary land fills and open dumps can result in meth-
ane generation ,and contamination of ground and surface waters.

Solid waste accumulations are also fire hazards. The
Dirertor of Environmental Services of the District of Colum-
bia, tames P. Alexander, testified before Congress that Opera-
tion Clean Sweep resulted in fewer fires.
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Final y; the-psychological impact of_inner city solid

waste is substantial. The presence of poor housing-and-the
:acdtmulation of solid waste are obviously interrelated.
Frustration over environmental conditions can lead to crime,
and withdrawal from community efforts to, improve the neigh-

borhood environment. This can result in further deteriora-
tiCh-afid-abandonment.

V.D The Impact of Solid Waste Legislation

Solid-waste legislation has been primarily directed to-
ward the-development of solid waste management techhiques'and

--provIding-technical and financial assistance to solid waste
management agencies. The major impact -in_ the_inner city has
been in the' funding of demonstration grants and providing
technical. assistance.

In reality,,there are no-solid waste standards. .EPA
programs-are geaiecT.to having local government improve their

,solid waste manatgement. New collection vehicles and systems,
programs,in_containerization and training programs hava con-
.Stituted the-major thrust of EPA:action.

Federal- programs--in the inner city have made- sore _short

term_impact -uPon the:solid- waste -prOblem, =Using _EPA teChni-
cal_ assistance-, the city of Cleveland, Ohio-was 'able- to _save

$3 million by improving-the-efficiency of the waste dollec,-

tion-system. -Certain containerization _demonstratign7grants--
have 'hadsconsiderable success. Plastic -bag8-1-have:beemadopt-
ediby some communities in an effort to attack the_-containeri,

Zation-prdblem. CoMmunity-action-programS, -samh- as the
District =of Columbia' -s Operation Clean Sweep _haVe also been
-moderately succesSful in providing_sote Short term-solutfons.

Other Federal action in solid waste has-been to-StiMu,
late recydling through-tax exempt bonds. This permits-pri-
vate-industry to-finance recycling facilities_ with_ tax--exempt

industrial development bonds. The intended-outcome-of this
program is to make kecycling an economically-competitive
method for municipal solid waste dispOsal. This program
would have direct benefits to center city environments-by
etising-the ,disposal problemmow confronting_ many areas,

Contemplated EPA actions in the areas of inner-city
solid- waste include

1. Upgrading urban waste disposal services generally:

2. Improved handling and storage of wastes in existing

housing.

3. Developing improved waste handlifig and storage
methods in public housing.

4. Encouraging inner city businessmen to participate
in refuse handling enterprise,'

5. Supporting inner city cleanup campaigns.

11__
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In stmmary, proposed EPA action will do much to attack
the inner bi..ty solid waste problem. The eventual cure, how-
,everi:.wili!require some additional programs. It is not enough
to remove ,he waste generated. Rather, the character of the
viaste must; change. Recycling must be economically encouraged.
BiodegradaW.e products need to be developed. Consumption
patterns m t. be altered. Above all, the conditions aggrava-
ting the solid waste problem must`be removed. This implies
better educat:Lon and economic opportunities for center city
residents and - removal -of poverty as an urban characteristic.
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FOOTNOTES

1. American Chemical Societ,,-, Cleaning our Environment
(Washington, D.C.:American Chemical Society; 1969),, p. 165.

2. Richard D. Vaughn, "National Solid Waste Survey and
Interpretation, ",National Survey of Community Solid Waste -
Practices (1968) , p. 47.

3. Census Bureau poverty areas are determined by an-index of
five equally= eighted poverty-linked aharacteristics

1. Percent of families, with cash incomes below $300Ofor
previous year.

r
2. Percent of children under 18 years old not living with

both parents.
3. Percent of males 25 years old and over with less than

8 yer-z of*school completed.
4. .Percent of unskilled males (laborers and service

workers) aged 14 or over in the employed civilian
lab force.

5. Percent of,a1.1_,bousing units dilapidated or, _lacking
some or aieplumbing facilities.

After t index was developed for each tract, the lowest
'economic q. tile were designated as poverty areas. There-
fore, 41 Y-rcent of the special pickups generated were genera-
te t lowest economic quartile of the population.
(Sour Maps of Major Concentrations of Poverty in SMSAs of
250,00 or More Population, O.E.O. 1966).

4. p<.005,t = 3.30, 26 df.

5. p<.01,t = 1.367, 20 df.

6. U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Residential Solid
Waste Generated in Low Income Areas, by George R. Davidson,
Jr., (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1972):*

7. Council on Environmental Quality, Environmental Quality
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, iT71), p. 197.
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VI .A Introduction

SECTION VI

NOISE

In a sense, the magnitude of the noise problem is propor-
tional to the number of people whose lives are significantly
degraded by noise. -1 Noise is defined as unwanted sound.
Essentially,. sound can be described as vibration in an elastic
medium. In.analyzing center city-surburban noise differentials,

ation characteristics such as age play a crucial role.,
ge there is a reduction in the decibel range which can

eard. Both physiological and psychological factors deter-
mine whether the noise is "unwanted sound." It is necessary
to consider individual perception in an: ming.sounds..

Often when measurements of noise ate take , citizen per-
ception is analyzed from surveys in differe 1pcales. Re-
sults are then cOmpax.cd to actual measurements which are moni-
tored in the area. This gives an important comparison of
annoyance and the actual intensity of the noise present in an
environment.

VI.B Noise Measurement

There are, various manners in which to measure noise.
Sound :level, sound pressure level, sound power, sound inten-
sity, phons and sones are some of the. terms relating tO'noise
levels. Noise can be measured in the total amount of abous-
tical energy caaiating into the air per unit of time from a
source. This is sound power, but the common expression for
magnitude or level 'of noise is the decibel. Based on n-a
dard reference value computed using atmospheric pressure, the
decibel, dB, is a measure on a logrithmic scale of the magni.,
tude of a particular quantity of noise.2

The LLmits of the human listener in acoustic energy is
between 2-20,000 hertz (Hz.)3. However, the human ear does nqt
respond directly to energy, but rather*to the sound pressure.%
When sound enters the external ear the aural reflex islet
into motion by the tympani and ,stapidius, two small muscles
in the middle ear. The e-rdrum and the three-bones of Lhe,
Middle ear transmit vibrations to the fluid fill& inner ear.
Vibration of fluid sets up a complex of Naves in the cochlea
which exerts pressure on the hair cells .4 the organ of corti.
The auditory portion of the cranial nerve terminates at the
hair cells. Fluid vibrations are coded into impulses which
the brain interprets. Using the smallest sound pressure that
normal ears cah hear, 0.00002 microbazs, decibel levels were,
developed with this level being thq reference level of lib
decibel. Because the ear does,not respond to al] frequencie8
equally, scales were devised to relate to th9rdideren ensi
,tivity levels. To obtain a basis to measure the middl re-
quendies which the human ear best responds to, a weighted
scale was developed reducing the effects of low and high fre-
quencies. The sound level is said be A-weighted. Thus-,

most common measuremelics of noise are done in, units of
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A-weighted decibels (dBA) wheria6ncerned with the effects on
people.

VI.B.1 Ambienf'NOise

, Residual or ambient noise is the fairly constant lower
noise level in an environment. Studies done by the Environ-
mental Protection 4.genc3r for the Report to Congress on Noise
displayed? varying degree of tbient noise in-environments ^
such as rural farms; small tow residentials, suburban resi-
dential, and urban residentia1.5 These outdoor noise levels
were collected and mean dBA levels computed for city, subur-
ban and detached'holising.k Results point to a higher median
noise level (73.0 dBA daytime, 65.5 dBA nighttime) in the
city than in the suburban or detached housing (50.9 dBA day-
time, 44.2 dBA nighttUe).6 Irving Hoch pointed out in Urban
Scale and Environmental QuAlity that outdoor noise levels in
the central section of*'large cities are on the order of twice
the perceived level in the residential areas of suburbia or
small towns.7 This doubling of perceived level indicates a
ten decibel increase. 'Residual noise levels in suburban and
rural areas seldom interfere with normal speech communication.
However, in urban communities, especialll the very noisy- down-
townurban residential areas, speech interference is frequent.
In the study "Transpertati /Ilse and Noise from Equipment
Powered by the Internal Com.q...cion Engine" by Wyle Laborator-
ies, types of communities were listed with corresponding
16-35 dBA for wilderness ane. rural ro 56-75 dBA for very
noisy central city areas during daytime hours. Similarly, a
Bolt, Beranek and Newman study, reported even higher daytime
noiselevels.(see Figure 1),. in various cities, particularly.
in areas with heavy bus and truck Eraffic.8

Ambient noise levels in the center city are higher than
average. residential levels. The residents of center cities
are exposed to 30 to 40 decibels greater than residents of
suburban or rural areas. The primary reason for the greater
intensity is the concentration and combination of noise
sources present in the urban center which are not present in
suburbia. . A study done in Inglewood, California presented to
the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution in 1972 displayed
the levels of ambient noise for different environmental areas.

:
.

, Central. city residents are exposed to noise levels which
combine residential, commercial an industrial noises. Other
sources of noise adding to the not Q levels of the central
city are construction activity and traffic. Intensity and

.J, types of construction (e.g., industrial and commercial rather
thar residential) are influencing factors on the noise level.
Intensity of traffic, in the urban areas, including type of
vehicles--trucks, ca13, motordycres, etc.-,7arid quantity, per
unit of time, also compounds the noise level. Studies done
in Canada by Thiessen and Olsen of the National Research Coun
cil in Ottawa indicate that ambient noise in the urban
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environment is distinctly higher than rural areas with a
primary factor being motor vehicle noise.

It has been establisned that the center city environment
is definitely noisier than less densely populated areas of
suburbia. There are many compounding factors to noise pollu-
_Um' in the Center city. Review of the general pollution
1...durces causing greatest noise levels in the center city dis-
plays the complexity of monitoring specific noises. For his
analysis, noise sources in the center city are classed as
industrialc commercial, municipal, Mobile and domestic, These
are summarized in Table 21.

VI..B.2 Industrial Noise

Usually, industrial and commercial operations are loca-
ted in heavily populated urban areas due to tne large propor-'
tion of skilled and semiskilled workers.9 The residual noise
in the community surrounding the industrial site is generally
raised by grcupS 'of,- giants and businesses. In 1967 the Depart-
ment,of Commerce Statistical Abstracts reported that there
were 311,000 industrial establishments in the United States.
A large proportion of these arl in urban areas where they can
add. to the residual noise environment of the city. In the
1972 Report to Congress on Noise, industrial activities as
potential noise producing sources, are grouped into four basic
types: product fabrication,, including_ metal fabrication and
molding, product assembly, power generation and process plantS.
Noise levels of a glass manfacturing plant, a power plant and
an automobile assembly plant.located proximate to the center
city were monitored. One interesting feature of the report"
is a comparison of residual noise levels at various community
sites with residual noise levels at the plant property lines.
A glass manufacturing pla.-t produced a residual noise level
of 68 dB/21., which was 9-;24 decibels_higher than the dommunity
residual noise levels in proximity to this location. The
major noise source was high press re air used for cooling and
operation of the gl-Is molding -ma Ines. In a second example,
residual noise level at the .power plant property line was 80
dBA at the peak weekday measurement, which 2_s 29 -31 decihels
higher than community residual noise nearest this site. A
major.source of noise at the power plant is the steam turbo-
generator or gas turbine generator.

Another example of increased residual noise is the auto-
mobile assembly plant. The highest noise level at
the plant property line was 62 dBA, which ange from 12 to 14
decibels louder than the residual levels inthe neighboring
community nearest chetlocation. In sum, it Iseems likely that
the higher residual noise levels will have detrimental effects
on the surrounding areaand the residents living there.

Generally, there are five major categories of industrial
plant noise sources.10 At the operators position associated
with these processes the noise ldVels produced range from
80 dBA (blowers) to 122 dBA (pneumatic chippers).1I Other
specific noise levels emitted from industrial equipment are
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TABLE 21
SOURCES OF DIFFERENTIAL POLLUTION

Sourde Noise Levels
(Maximum)

Industrial Equipment*

Blowers
Pneumatic Chippers'
Oxygen Tor-h
Textile L000n
'Bench Lathe
Milling Machine

80 dBA
122 dBA
126 dBA
122 dBA
95 dBA
90 dBA

Municipal or Commercial Construction"'

Compacters
Front Loaders
Backhoes

'Tractors
Scrapers, graders
Pavers
Generators

eumatic Wrenches
ucks

Concrete mixers
Cranes
-Jack hammers, rock drills
Impact Pile Drivers
Pavement Breakers

14

75 dBA
85- dBA
-93 dBA
95 dBA

ti 93 dBA
88 dBA
82 dWT---",-
S9-dBA
93 dBA

dBA
88 dBA
98 dBA

106 ZBA
115 dBA

A Sr.lrce:

.

** Source:

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Improving
theInnervironment, by Task Force on
Envikohfiiehi7Pi651ii(51the Inner-City (1971).
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to Congress
and the President on Noise.
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TABLE 21 (Continued)
SOURCES OF DIFFERENTIAL.- POLLUTION

Sotrce Noise Levels
(Maximum)

Mobile Sources**

Sports Car
Standard Car
Mediu& Trucks
Motorcycles
Utility, maintenance Vehicles
Highway buses
City and School Buses
Light Trucks .

Freight, Passenger Trains
Rapid.Transit
Trolley -Cars
Subway Trains

90-dBA
73-80 dBA

88 dBA
88-95 dBA

88 dBA
86 dBA
85 dBA
86, dBA
94 dBA

. 86 dBA
dBA

100 dBA-

Domestic Sources**

Alarm clock
. Clothes Washer
Vacuum .

ToiletTlush,
Food Blender
Lawn Mower

85- dIsA

82-dBA
72 dBA
65 .dBA

1110 dBA
-90 dBA

** Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to Congress
and the President on Noise:
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the oxygen torch (126 dBA), textile loom (122, dBA), bench
lathe (95 dBA) and milling machine (90 dBA) .12 Each of these
sources emits high intensity noise and would raise the resi-
dual noise level in the plant itself and ths neighboring area
if the facilities were not sound tight.

Commercial Noise

Many commercial operations include equipment similar to
that used in industrial operations. A newspaper press, for
example, produces 101 decibels and a key punch machine 82
decibels. Commercial businesses which require constant load-
ing and unloading of vehicles contribute to the residual noise
level in the- central city. Additionally, nightclubs or other
entertainment spots produce high levels of noise: discothe-

. quee have been known to produce noise levels of 120 dedibels.
Noise levels in shopping areas, restaurants, even the stock
exchange, are increased considerably when they are filled with
people. Normal conversation produces 60 dBA, but with,
increased density this volume would be raised.

It has also been pointed out earlier in the report that .

construction in the inner city is noisier than in suburban
construction. A major component of construction noise is
associated with exhaust and engine casing of engine powered
equipment. Construction eauipment constantly' vary in terms
of load and rpm during normal operation, which adds to the
peaks in residual noise.13 Some of the peak noise emissions
from specific types of heavy construction equipment are:
compacters (75 dBA), front loaders (85 dBA), backhoep (93 dBA),
tractor's (95 dBA), scrapers and graders (93 dBA), pavers
(88- dBA), trucks (93- dBA), concrete mixers (88 dBA), cranes
(efs dliZt), generators (82 dBA), pneumatic wrenches (89 dBA) -,
jack hammers and rock drills (98 dBA), impact pile drivers
(106 dBA) and pavement breakers (115 dBA).14

It can be teen that with a combination of sources con-
centrated at several sites, the noise level is quite intense.
During construction of roads and highways, for example, levels
of 84-88 decibels are not uncommon. Public works construction
raises the noise level considerably for the surrounding area.

Other sources of municipal noise are sirens from police
or fire emergency equipment, which reach*hoise levels of 95
dBA. Street cleaning operations, (i.e., street sweepers)
produce noise to 137 dBA. Garbage collection noise levels
sometimes reach 83 dBA and are often a frequent subject of
complaint from residents in the center city. -5

vI.B.4 Mobile Noise

Rail vehicles and aircraft constitute another source of
noise pollution in the center city. Noise levels associated
with the former are presented in the publication "Transporta-
tion Noise and Noise from Equipment Powered-by the Internal
Combustion Engine" .16 Included are freight and passenger
trains (94 dB),.rapid transit (86 dB), trolley tars (new,
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68 dB-old, 80 dB)and subway trains (100 dB). The impact of
these mobile sources on the noise level in the certer city
varies from region to region. For example, subway noise is
common in' some of the larger cities such as New York. In
contrast, center city residents in Baltimore have to contend
with the din emanating from trains. Similarly, San Francisco's
trolley cars assault the ears, but most residents enjoy the
nostalgia associated with transportation from a bygone era.

Generally, aircraft flight patterns run over the center
city area. The Subcommittee Hearings On Noise in 1972dis-.
played,aerial maps of California flight patterns in relation
to the center. city. Approach noise levels at 1000,feet range
from 82 dB for propeller aircraft to 100 dB for four engine
turbofan and take-off noise levels from 90 dB to 105 dB,
respectively. Long and medium range aircraft, including
Boeing 747, 707 and 727 have approach levels ranging from
90-100 dB and takeoff levels from 100-105 dB.17 13et a_rcraft
aoise at 200 feet can reach levels of 150 decibels. There-
fore, those areas closest to approach and takeoff are sub-
jected to highest intensities of aircraft noise. One speci-
fic example is Inglewood, California whose residents have
been adversely affected by noise levels'fko L. A. Interna-
tional Airport.

Fzequemt complaints from suburoan areas involve aircraft
noise; however, these complaints may be the result of lower
residual noise levels in suburban areas compared to those in
the inner city. Most airports are located close to urban
centers, and the people here are subjected to that portion of
the flight producing the greatest amount of noise.

VI . B. 5 Domestic Noise

The last category of noise sources, domestic, includes
products used by the person in his home environment. Some
of the items which would generally be present in the center
city home are: alarm clock -t85 dB), clothes washer (82 dB),
vacuum (72 dB), toilet flush (65 dB), perhaps food blender
(100 dB) and lawn mower.(90 dB, at operators position).

Two points are worth noting. First, although domestic
sources are minor in comparison to other noise sources,- home
appliances do contribute to the overall noise level. Second,
the fact that some of the items are more prevalent in subur-
ban homes (e.g., lawn mowers) does not mean that center city
residents necessarily benefit from their absence. For exam-
ple, lack of air conditioning in most center city homes makes
it necessary to leave doors and windows open. Thus, many
outside noises cannot be shut out during hot weather months.
Furthermore, electrical appliances found in center city homes
are frequently Older and usually of inferior quality compared
to those in more affluent suburbans homes. The center city
resident may have to buy cheaper models, or keep older appli-
ances which probably do.not have quieting devices.
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With consideration given to the environment of the cen-
ter city, it seems likely that these residents are exposed to
greater noise levels. It has been shOwethat the center city
has commercial, urban industrial, urban traffic and residen-
tial noises which contribute to a high ambient noise level.
Residents are exposed t6 high intensity noises at home, as
well as.at work. Census Bureau statistics of occupational.
information for metropolitan-nonmetropolitan residences show
more center city residents work in services and operatives
where noise lexveils are higher than clerical, professional, or
other quieter odupations. Therefore, working center city
residents are often exposed to longer hours of high noise
levels and must return home to environments louder than subur-
ban areas.

In addition to the array of noise sources already describ-
ed, the tall, flat surface buildings in the inner city cause
energy reflection. The sound energy can be propagated as long
as sufficient energy exists to keep the particles in motion.lb
Shrubbery and trees would lessen this reflecting action.
Unfortunately, there is little greenery in the center city.

vf.c Health Hazards

Although the higher noise levels present in the center
city imply detrimental health effects, documentation is rare.
Hence, the present discussion must rely on indirect evidence
of physiological and psychological damage resulting from
differential exposure to extreme noise levels. Sounds most
people are subjected to in the central ,city include noises
exceeding the danger level of 80 dBA. (For example, heavy
traffic .(90 dBA), subways (10 BA) and heavy duty power
equipment. (110 dBA). *

The natural decline in audibi y with age is called
presbycusis. According to Kryter, the amount of presbycusis
may be directly related to exposure to )ise in everyday liv-
ing.19 The term "sociocusis" is used 1metimes to show the
relation between environmental noise and hearing damage. The
noises most dangerous to hearing are those which continue over
time, e.g., sirens and jet engines.20 Discomfort is the firtt
sign of noise deafness. :f the sound is loud enough, pain
will occur. This may be accompanied by an uncomfortable ring-
ing known as tinnitus.

There are other effects of noise on human health. Noise
directly alters, the rhythm of the heartbeat, increases the
level of cholesterol in the blood and raises blood pressure.21
Moderate noises can cause small blood vessels to constrict
and impede blood flow. The blood vessels in the brain dilate
with noise exposure, which may result in headaches. In his
paper, "The Effects of Noisz on Health," Jansen points out
that blood circulation does not adapt to contipuing noise
exposure. Vasoconstriction was first observed'at,:60-70 dBA.
and as sound intensity increased the condition became more
pronounced. Similarly, Alice Suter of the National Associa-
tion of Hearing and Spee0h Agencies suggests that the process
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of vascular constriction does not adapt and limits the supply
of blood to the ear.22 Lack of proper blood supply to the
car over time would contribute to old age hearing loss. Wor-
kers exposed 4-o high noise levels have a higher incidence of
cardiovascular diSease, ear, nose, and throat disorders than
workers in less noisy surroundings. Other stressful effects
of noise are changes in secretion of endocrine hormones and
kidney functions. Continued stress may inerea,,e susceptibi-
lity to infection, gastrointestinal ulcers or high blood pres-
sure.

The more subtle affects of-T;;Ilevre psychological.
People working in noisy surroundings tand to be_more agressive
and distrustful. A noisy home environment may cause fatigue,
irritability and, in extreme cases, can lead to hallucinations
and suicidal and homocidal tendencies if sleep is disrupted
over long periods.23 Curiously, suddenly removing loud noises
from the environment could also affect an individual's psycho-
logical- state. The city pweller, coming in contact with high
outdoor and indoor noises, becomes accustomed L. the sounds,
In a Report to Congress ih 1937, it was pointed out that, in
characteristically noisy Places, sudden silences frequently
prove to be oppressive fok those accustomed to varying
sounds.24

VI.D The Impact of Noise Leaislation

The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 establf,shed the Office
of Noise Abatement in the Environmental Protection Agency.
With the development of this office, investigation, planning
and legislation of noise levels is now underway. Present
authority for EPA is limited. However, the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969 may ha.- considerable effect on
projects where noise is a consideration. The Act requires
agencies of the Federal governmept to consider environmental
impact in deciding on project development.25

The proposed Noise Control Act would allow EPA to set
standards limiting the noise-generation characteristics of
construction and transportation equipment and other equipment
powered by the internal combustion engines.26 The Third
Annucd Report of the Council on Environmental Quality describes
the proposed authority for the Administrator of EPA, to require
labeling of household products and appliances.27 "The pend-
ing Noise Control Act of 1972, passed by the U.S. House of
Representatives in February 1972, would bar State and local
governments from applying any but Federal noise stand6ids to
products covered by Federal law."28 The Act would provide
authorization for EPA to assist State and, local governments
in matters concerned with noise control. Additionally, the
bill (S. 1016) gives EPA authority to set aircraft noise stan-
dards. This power currently is held by the Federal Aviatiop
Administration.
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It should be emphasized that coordination and coopera-
tion among Federal, state and local authorities is essential
for proper noise control. Though specific powers have not
yet been granted to the Environmental Protection Agency to
construct noise standards and regulations, there are other
Federal agencies which have policies dealing with noise.

Under the Department, of Transportation the Federal High-
ways Act and the Airport and Airway Deyelopment Act now give
consideration to noise levels. 'Because of their interstate
nature it would seem natural for Federal regultion to include
truck and commercial vehicle not s. The amended Federal Avia-
tion Act of 1958 gives the Administratbr of the FAA power to
fix standards for the measurement of aircraft noise and regu-
lations for noise control and abatement.29 Public Law 90-411
specifically requires the FAA to establish and enforce regu-
lations to control aircraft,noise.30 Noise standards and
maximum noise levels for certification of all new subsonic
transport airplanes is established under this law. Maximum
levels are 93 and 108 EPNdB31 depending on type and size of
aircraft.32

The Department of Housing and Urban Development also has
noise control igislation. "It is HUD's general policy to
foster the creation of controls and Standards for community
noise abatement and control by general purpose agencies of
State and local governments, and to support these activities
by minimum national standards by which to protect citizens
against the e.croachatent of noise into their communities and
places of residence. "33 Noise is divided into three group-
"ings, which can be defined as standards: (1) acceptable,
(2) discretionaryrnormally acceptable or normally unaccept-
able, (3 -)- unacceptable.34 Presently, noise exposure for
sleeping quarters is considered acceptable if interior noise
levels resulting from exterior noise sources and interior
building sources "do not exceed 85,dBA for more than an. accu-
mulation of 60 minutes in any 24-hour period; and do not ex-
ceed. -45 dBA for more than 30 minutes during night time sleep-
ing hoprs from 11 p.m. to.7 a.m.; and do not exceed 45 dBA
for more than an accumulation of eight hours in any 24-hour
day. "35 The Housing Act of 1964 and National Housing Act
give HUD authority for loan insurance for rehabilitation and
major home or property improvements.38 ResidentS of new homes
built with HUD aid are protected against extreme noise expo-
sure.

Another Federal plan to control noise is the responsibi-
lity of the General Services Administration (GSA). Maximum
allowable noise levels for selected construction equipment
used on Federal projects have been set.37 Bids taken after
June 30, 1972 will include noise levels for specific equip-
ment, Ethus, encouraging the development of quieter machinery. ,

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare also acts
in Federal noise control. The Occupational Safety and Health
Act limits noise exposure for workers. This act protects wor-
kersby limiting pxposure of 90 dBA to eight hours, and any
noise of 115 decibels to 15 minutes.38 Noise levels are also
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restricted in hospitals and other health facilities under
HEW's control.

The proposed legislation for EPA in combination with
existing noise controls will affect emission sources. The
penalty for violation of the regulations proposed in the bill
before the Congress is ga fine of not more than $25,000 for
each violation. The Environthental Protection Agency has power
to assess a civil penalty for a violation with,the district
courts of the United States having jurisdiction of actions
brought by the government,

.
.

In order to xamine the probable impact of current-and
proposed legislagion designed to combat noise pollution, the
emission sources previously described can be classified as
internal and external. The former are noise sources indige7
nous to"the center city (i.e., residential, municipal, and
commercial); the latter are outside sources over which center
city inhabitants have little or no control (i.e., industrial
and mobile).

The HUD, HEW and proposed EPA regulations are designed
to protect the urban resident from extreme noise levels.
There would be limits on the noise emissions from manufactur-
ed products. Codes for building or rehabilitating would limit
noise levels in the home. The HUD standards previously -men-
tinned are primarily- concerned with sleeping quarters and may
only affect those residents moving to new homes or. renovated

. buildings. The Federal legislation would only adversely
affe6t the residents of the center city by price increases
on, products with new quieting devices.

Earlier in the report it was stated that a great deal of
construction in the inner city is controlled by the munici-
pality. The HUD noise regulations would have to be.maintained
in the projects if funding assistance weee needed. This would
dictate installation of proper sound proofing to fu fill the

regu-
lations. Construction equipment .would have to be classified
requirements for the. 'acceptable -' standard under HUD! regu-

according to decibel emissions to coincide with GSA policies.
Under the Occupational Health and Safety Act, municipal
employees are protected from extreme noise levels. Decibel
levels have to be held at or below the 90 decibel level for
a working day. protective devices,must be supplied if noise
levels are greater than the safety regulations. Municipal
authorities act in planning and land se allocation and. would
be subject to FAA discretion if new ts were proposed.
The FAA has the power to dictate where cilities will be
built.

.

The baSic same regulations also affect the commercial
busindsses in the center city. Restrictions on transport
vehicles, trucks, vans -, etc., included in the Federal. High- c

_ways Act or the proposed EPA standards would affect noise
emissions from,these vehicles. Commercial construction would
be restricted in the same manner as municipal work.

Some "internal" emission sources also qualify as exter-
nal Sources of noise, i.e. those which bring pollution into
the city. For example, residents do not have control of the
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immigration of mobile vehicles into the center city. Indus-
tries are not necessary for the make-tp of a center city,
though often they will be present in urban areas. Generally
speaking, the Federal noise regulations which would affect
industry are HEW occupational -tandards for employees, con-
struction limits found with GSA regulations and the proposed
legislation on manufactured products which will be handled by
EPA. The Department of Transportation has regulatory powers
over automobiles, some rapid transit, aircraft and other trans-
portation vehicles. Aircraft noise would be controlled or
limited by the FAA.

,Generally, the Federal legislation seems to have little
power over the noise sources which are present in the center
city. Greater control is exercised by local or State govern:-
ments. Local governments.deal with specific locales and the
problems characteristic to the area. Perhapd Federal legis-
lation or standards would help bring uniform environmental
conditions. It must be emphasized that investigation into
possible outcomes of uniform Federal control is necessary.
It may be found that Federal legislation could actually take
away, basic rights of the individual citizen.
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SECTION ,VII

RADIATION AND CLIMATIC CHANGES
VII .A Radiation

For the general population the most significhRt amounts
of'radiation exposure are due to natural background sources l-

and medical.applications.1 The background consists of cosmic
radiation and radioactivity naturally existing in the elements
of the soil, water and air as wellas within out bodies. 'The
estimated dose from this sogrce.is from 100 to_ 125 millirems
(mrem) per ybar.2 The medical uses of,,x-rays, fluoroscopy'
ana radioisotopes account for the.exposure to patients of an
estimated average annual genetically significant dose of .60
to 957millirems.3

Although nuclear power plants have increased over the
last decade in terms of electrical energy output, their con-
tribution to environmental radiation. remains relatively small.
A 1969 study of thirteen operating power placts concluded
that the annual dose to the total population'Iiving within
fifty miles of these sites aveEages about 0.01 rnrem.4 This is
well below 1% of both the radiation' protection guidelines and
typical natural background exposure. The problem of radio-
activity 'from the testing of nuclear devices has decreased
severalfold over the past few years as a *result of the mora-
torium on atmoipheric testing. Measurements of fallout debris
exhibit a marked decline after peaking in the early 1960's.

-The U.S.-U.S.S.R. atmospheric testing agreement was ratified
in August 1963 by the U.S.S

The currentFederal regulations call for amaximum of
500 mrem per year (for whole body exposure) from all man made
sources excluding medical sources for individual members of
the general publid, and 170 millirems per capita per year for
pdpulation groups.6 The measurements for the general popula-
tion show that the exposure is below the maximum_ Federal litit.
No increased exposure for center city populations is found
from gross raldioadtivity.

VII. -B Nonioniztng, Radiation - Electromagnetic Waves

During the last. twenty -five years, electromagnetic radia-
tion in the environment has increased by severalorders of"
magnitude. This is radiated in the microwave and radic5fre-
qtency (rf) regions of the nonionizing electromagnetic spec-
trum. The sources of this incluGA AM, FM and TV broadcasting,
microwave, ovens, and radar device '0% Electromagnetic radia-
tion is propagated in the form of waves which can be measured
in several ways. Frequency is measured in hertz (Hz), wave-
length injneters, energy in joules or electron volts, power
in watts and densities in watts per square mater (or milli- -

watt per square centimeter). Exposure dose to this type of
radiation is measured in terms of exposure power density and
the duration of exposure (such as milliwatt per square centi-
meter for one hour). The Anerican NOtional Standards

)-
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Institute has recommended that occupational exposure for
frequencies between-30MHz and ltiGHz (that is 106 to 1109.hertz)
not exceed 10mw/cm2 for periods pf .1.hour or longer.

Studies are now being donp by the Office of Radiolcgical
programs and the Office of Research and 'Monitoring of EPA to'
determine two things: (1) the environmental levels that this
radiation has reached in cities, and (2) the biological
effects of exposure to this radiation.

An example of the first type of investigation is a study
of eight large metropolitan areas of the United States. The
total number of AM, FM and TV stations was-.taken and the total
power in megawatts was derived from the-output of each sta-
tion. The results are presented in Figure 1 along with the
population of each area. San Francisco stands out by its
13 megawatts (13,0004000 wattsrof effective radiated power
in a city of only 4 million people and lesg than 40 broadcast
stations. Philadelphia and Chicago are found to have the next
highest amounts of power,4Eabout 9.0 and 7.5.megaWatts respec7
tively. Determinations such as this one may be useful-in
identifying populations that receive the greatest exposure.
In general, there is greater eXposureIwhere there are concen-
trations of people' its urban areas.

'-In order to determine the typical 'levels of rf and micro-
wave radiation that result from -manmade - `ounces -in an urban
edVironment,' me-asurements were made of peak power densities
in the Washington, D.C. area during-the summer of 1969.
Table 7(.1 shows the highest levels measured (approximately
0.008 mw/cA2) which originated primarily from broadcast tow-
ers and airport installationS.7 Figure 2 shows a map with-the
location of the monitoring sites. .

TABLE 22

MAXIMUM OBSERVED POWER DENSITY LEVELS
IN. FOUR FREQUENCY BANDS

Frequency
(MHz) Site

Power density
exposure
(mW/cm2)-

Less than 4'00
4004.- 1,000

1/000 - 3,000
3,000 - 10,000

Holy Cross Hospital
Montgomery Mall '

National Airport
Natidnal Airport

3.9 x _1074
1.1 x 1075
7. x 1073
1.4 x

Source: .1.15. Department of'Health, Education and Welfare,
"Radiofrequency and Microwave Radiation Levels," p. 61.
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The concern over possible health effects from human
exposure to electromagnetic radiation grows as the sources.
of theradiati= keep increasing. It is knOwn that above
exposures of 10 mrd/cm2 there are definite hazards related to
the heat or thermal limits which.critical tissues can stand.
But very little is known about the more subtle effects from
long term, low level exposures. Some reports desckibe physio-
logical, biochemical and genetic alterations in plants and
animals'as well as behavioral and psychological changes in
animals: A nue.er of biological effects have been observed
following microwave exposure.8 The studies are primarily done
with animals and the effects include cataract induction,
normalities in cell function and central nervous system
effects. _One form of Biological hazard which can exist at
present environmental field strengths is interference with
cqrdiac pacemakers

.9_

VII . c Health Hazards.

The EleCtromagnetic Radiation Management Advisory Coun-
- cil (ERMAC) wrote a report assessing the- biological *hazards
of nonionizing electromagnetic radiation in December 19'71.
Tiie'report.stressed that there may be a, potential hazard and
that "man may soon enter an era of energy`' pollution:" People
living in urban areas where most broadcasting stations are
lo.ated represent the pcpulgtion group with the most exposure
to this type of radiation.pollution. Theeexposure dose is
still below the recommended U.S.-maximum limit of.10 mw /cm2.
The Federal government is now doln4 research toj&termine if
there is a need for standards because of possible biological
effects and, if so, what they should be.

tlimatic Changes

The city environment is known to produce climAtic changes
in comparion with rural environs. An especially significant
char 'is the temperature difference which is found to be con
sistent- y higher in cities than outside of cities. The "heat
island effect" describes this temperature difference. Annual
averages of the heatrisland have been reported between 0.50C
and 1.2oc.10 This discussion will present'the research find-
ings on-this effect in Cincinnati, Ohio. The.causei of the
problem and the health effects will be reviewed. A case study
of a heat wave in St.Louis will be presented. Some sugges-
tion's are made

t
for:dealing with the problem:

VII.D.1 Heat Island Effect

In, a study of the heat island effect, urban-suburban
temperature measurements were taken in.Cincinnati,.Ohio dur-
ing August 1969. The results displayed in Figure 3

than

that
thesuburban temperatures are consistently loder than those
recor§ed in urban areas from 2:00 PM through 10:00 PM. The
ranges between average afternoon (2 -3:30 PM) and average
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evening (8:30-10:00 PM) temperatures over paved areas were
31.3 to 27.00C at tie. urban site And 29.5 to.21.90C at the
suburbpn site. Further, the temperatures taken above grassy
surfaces are lower than above paved surfaces in both the urban
and suburban environments .i1

The Stanford Research Institute his reported an average
heat island temperature of 1.200 higher near the downtown area_

-than the typical area of its environs:12, They point out that
the highest temperatures-of a city occur in that part of the4'
*downtoWn area with "densely packed three-to-;dive story build-
ings and parking lots." Higher urban temperatures seem to be :
directly -related to the amounts of concrete and asphalt surface

1- area.
Tile temperature abnormalities in cities are caused by the

retention. of solar heat in the physical urban structure. In=
summer the buildings, pavement and concrete of the inner city
absorb and store larger amounts of solar radiation than do
the' vegetation and. soil typical of rural-areas. At night the
urban air is kept warmer by sloy radiative losses-of the.ab-
sorbed heat. 4"A nocturnal urban heat island in excess of 8 0C
occurs occasionally in most large cities."13 Less of the -

solar energy is used for evaporation in the city than in the
counfry bedause precipitation just runs off of the streets
and buildings. "The blanket of pollutants" absorbs part of
the upward-Oirectea thermal radiation emitted from-the surface
and re-emits downward or into the ambient air. Reduced wind -

speed between the buildings decreases the city's ventilation.
In winter, man-made energy causes the same .effects as solar
energy. In fact, the effects are even more pronounced-. Arti-
fidia1 heat results from-combustion fox heating, power genera-
tion, industry and transportation.14

.VII.102Health Hazards

In order to cope with environmental heat, man has several
physiological mechanisms such as vasodilation and sweating.
When the body is overburdened by the heat 'load, these physio-
,logical reactionsare stepped up and lead to physical break-
downs or illnesses. The fcur major categories of heat-induced
illnesses are heat exhaustion, dehydration, heat cramps, and
heat 'stroke. When the heat,stress is great enough then a
stroke "ahich endangers the functioning of some-vital tissue)
-can lead to- death.15 The normal relationship between tempera-
ture and mortality shows a decrease in the summer months.
But when there is an urban heat wave episode the number of
,deaths markedly increases.16 In St. Louis, Missouri4uring
the month of July 1966 there were 570 "excess deaths"17 .from
all causes. During that same time, heat was-attiibuted.as

j' the primary cause of death in 246' out of. 1420. death certifi-
cates (40 more stated heat as a contributing cause). Mortal-
ity from all causes increased by 56 percent in St. Louis _from
the ukoan heat wave of July 1966,18

A
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Stanley Schuman did.a stud§ of the patterns of the deaths
in-St. LOuis during 'tple.same heat wave. He lound..that certain
'subgroups were at .a substantially higherrisk than others. The
-high risk grouvs j.ncladeapetsbns over age sixty-five, Census
_tract rc..4idents with low incomes, crowding Or poor housing and
patients-with certain diseases. His findings are shown in
Table .3-:2-Or. the high and low risk tracts and the characteris-
tics found within them.19 %

.C`

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACtERISTICS OF SELECTED CENSUS TRACTSa
IN ST.. LOUIS, JULY, 1966

Demographic
Characteristics

High-risk tract'Sb Low-risk
tractsc City

of St.
-LouisLdl MC Gfd NW Gdv

Populationt(thou- 23.7
sands, eps. 1965)

Excess deatbsr
Number 52.

.Percent +260
Median Age 35.1
RaCe (%nonwhite) 38.9
Median family income $3600-
Crowding (no.perso4s/-
.room) , 0.70

15.9

25
+179
26.2
52.8

$3400-
,

0.83

58.6

51
+110
20.6
97.9

$3500

0.72

128.8

-8
-18

40.5
1111

$6200

0%53

18.7

-3.
-1O

43.3
- 0.0
$6700

<0.50

728

618
+55.8
3.3.6

35.8
$5300

0.64

aCensus data from 1960.
hbHigh-risk tracts are: Ldl
Garfield.

cLow-risk tracts are: NW =

Source: Schuman, "Patterns

= Lindell, MC = Mill Creek, Gfd =

Northwest: Gdv = Gardenville.

of Urban Heat-Wave Deaths."

The heat island effect is clearly an. urban problem ,ps the
building density and street surface can be :7hown to cause thp
increased temperature. This effect should be considered in
the urban planning process. more land could be allowed for
parks with grass and trees which help'to decreasethe tempera-
tur . Building materials of .ower .:onductivity could also
red ce the heating effect_ In-some instances where the extra
he may be a benefit, such as in colder latitudes:, planning
can be done to enhance theeffect.

_ Heat wave's should be included in emergency warnings to
urban areas along with air inversions (which compound the air
pollution probleth). The significant increase in the death
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rate in large cities during these heat waves shows the ma_gni-
this problem has reached. There are .the "high risk

tracts" of inner city, poor and unhealthy people who are the
most susceptible to the effects of the heat island. Their
situation now is beyond the urban planning stages and needs "I

. corrective hely. before the new city developments will be. ..I,4- aVailable.. -

4 ......_ ik,
., - . .-
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FOOTNOTES

1. J. B. Little,."Environmental Hazards - Ionizing Radiation,"-
New England Journal of Medicine CCLXXV (October, 1966), pp.
929-948.

2. One millirem equals'1/1000th of a rem. Rem stands for
"roentgen equivalent man" and reflects an absorbed dose in
human tissues.)

3-. Commission on Environmental Quality 1971, Environmental
Quality, p. 222. Thef "genetically significant dose" means
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V SECTION VIII

FEDERAL POLLUTION CONTROLS:- RAMIFICATIOAS
OF UNIFORM ENFORCEMENT'

.AIntroduRtion

The research task of this report is three-quarters
filled. It is the purpose of this final'section of the re-

. Port'to utilize the data and analytical information provided
heretofore in an effort to bring the question of uniform
application r_f Federal pollution co ?trols on the center city
locale to a logical closure. Specific hypotheses are derived
from which it is urged that further research be conducted.
It is felt that the research objective of this report has been
achieved and indicates that empirical research is needed. It
is hoped that the analysis provided in this concluding section
will lay -the foundation for empirical exploration.

Essentially, application of Uniform Federal pollution
enfOrcement to the metropolitan,communiv will differentially
affect the center city and suburban locales. A criterion. of,
,zniformity will mean that'an initial effort must be made in
the center city in or.ier to:;.bring its environment on a parity
basis with that of the suburb. A secondary effort- will mean
bringing both the suburban and center city. locales on par with
Federal environmental standards. Thus, it appears prima facie,
that under .the application of uniform pollution cora the
center city will undergo an additional process compared to
the suburban locale. Any imposition Of uniform Federal pollu-
tion.7sontrbls will plade a stress on the economic and social
se:'ctors o'fthe center city.

In this concluding section a functional appftach is taken
with respect to the economic and social costs associated with
the application of uniforrepollution controls. Within this
functional theoretical framework, the two types of sxstv.lic
ramifications are discussed. Operational hypotheses are
developed as logical consequences of uniform pollution con:-
trol applied to the center city locale.

A
First, an economic theory of the center city is present-

ed.' Within this frameork, :the'` economic costs of uniform
enforcement are predict24 on'the basis of the costs asocia-
ted with the externalities of production and the, economic base
function of the center city as a locus of employment. Second,
the social costs of uniform enforcement are viewed within the
framework of thp.center city as a complex of social and cul-
tural furctions. Functions intricately related to the envir-
ontent. Primarily, the social costs are categorized into the
structural and demographic variables effected by the\applica-
tion of uniform. Federal pollution controls to khe center city.

VIII.BEcdnomic end Social Ramifications Of Uniform Pollution
Enforcement

The free enterprise system-is based on the Concept that
land, labor, capital and entrepreneurship have some.,cost
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structure associated with their employment. Competition
through the mechanism of the-_price system allocates these
scarce resources to those consumers whose demand and, hence,
whose willingness to pay, is greatest. Theoretically, all
costs ofla product are borne by the manufacturer who passeS-
them on'to-the consumer in an equitable fashion.

Unfortunately, this is not economic reality. Certain
costs of production have been. externalized. They have been
transfer to society 'in general at the benefit of a few.
The costs being externalized manifest themselves as pony,-
tion. Allowing these externalities has destroyed much of the
natural environment. These allowAnces.have also stimulated
economic growth and provided the world's highest standard of
living. In the early parts of this report the impact of these
externalities upon the center city was established. An ob-
vious question still' remains- What will. be the specific
economic effects of enforcing pollution controls in the cen-
ter city?

A recent study listed four major effects of pollution
controls upon'the economy:-

.

1. A reduction of the efficiency of capital in the
aggregate production function; .

c
2. An increase in tie prices of consumer and capital

goods;

3. An increase in the cast of capital per unit output;

4. The generation of new outptt and employment in
industries producing abatemeht facilities through
pc_lution Control-investments.-

'ft

Generally, the first three effects can be considered
negative; the fourth is positive, but not large enough to off-
set the previous ones., The 'magnitude of .3ach of these effects
ill depend 'upon the three interrelated factors of city size,

industrial mix, and location and employment mix.
Assuming that control's are uniformly enforced, the smaller

tife city the more severe the economic impact of pollution con-
trols. There are several reasons for this. First, the exis-
tence of marginal indUstries'in small towns is a Well known
'phenomenon. These industries can be characterized by old, -

low efficiency plants that are kept open because of the sev-
ere political repercussions of closing them. Usually, these
plants are part of a much larger company with many other pro-
duction. facilities. In the case of the small town, a- decrea-
sing efficiency of capital and incireasing capital, costs can
be sufficient impacts to force closure. Also, since no pollu-
tion abatementkequipment is produced in the town, any benefits
accruing to new output and employment generated are totally,
external. When the plant is faced with the decision of opera-
ting at a or closing down, the latter becomes the chosen
alternati e in most cases. (It is interesting to note that
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protection o.£ the environment can be used as a cry for closing
down inefficient prodUction`facilities and-replacing them with
newer ones in different areas. Due ,to locational efficiencies.
accruing to industries hear major transportation faalities,
and.production efficiencies in new plants, it is doubtful that
plants clbsed'down in small towns would ever be rebuilt there.)
After the plant clOses, it is predicted that unemployment will,
rise,,people.will move out and the town will die.

In a-large city, the closing dawn of acsingle plant would
have less. severe Theoretically, workers could move
from high polluting F- -on facilities low polluting
ones as long as the a skills were s' ilar. Further,
the effects of decrgaL.-..g capital efficigncy And increasing
cost of capital will be les's severe in ldw polluting'indus-
tries since little expenditures for pollution control arere-
quired. The economy of the metropolitan area might also sup-
port some pollution abatement equipment industries, and there-
fore experience some economic benefit: Concurrent to the
growth'in the abatement industry, will be growth in the ancil-
liary services such as barber shops, department stores, etc:-

,At this point a judgment must,be made.. Will the,center
city function as part of the metropolitan system ? Or, will
toe effects of pollution control be sim, ar to those of the
small town? Physically, the center city is part of the' r-
all metropolitah system. The unskilled worke of the center .

city tends,to resist migration, and seeks other local- employ-
ment. "Even if he wanted to migrate and seek work elsewhere
in the metropolitan area, it is doubtful whether he could
afford it. By living and working within the inner city, a
resident saves considerablf on transportation costs. A typi-
cal resident might be faced with the problem of less net in-
come at a future job because of transportation costs. This
problem may become more acute when considered in the context-
of the requirements for mobile emission devices on automobiles.
Cost of these devices is estimated at $300 per vehicle. A
price rise of $300 per,automobile.becomes a highly regres-
sive tax for the center city resident given the high propor-
tion of low incomes. It is, possible that d cost increase of
that amount could virtually eliminate the automobile as an
alternative means of transportation in the center city. The
question of whether or not these effects will occur can also
lbe viewed in the context of the economic mix of the center .

city.
1 'Depending upon the economic Mix of a center:city, effects

of pollution control could be very different. To draw on two
examples at opposite ends of the spectrum is appropriate to
illustrate this 'point. Assumes single industry city produ-
cing anti-polldtion devices in a zero polluting production

- process. Also assume all production is exported out of the
city. In this case, the imposition of pollution controls
would turn this city into a boom town. New output and employ-
ment would be generated thus precipitating the development of
a large group of ancilliary services. Even though prices
would rise on goods imported into the city, the maghltude of
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th-e-pos,itive effects associated with local growth and develop-
ment would l:robably more than compensate for the:rise in
prices. The-net effects benefiCial to the city. ,

In contrast, assume a jingle industry city (using a hea
polluting production process, e.g. cement) producing a pro-
duct only for consumption within the city. In this case,; de-
creaging efficiency of capital, rising cost ok'cap.tal and
highef prices would have drastic effects upon the c mmunity.
Since all production ,is consumed within the city, he total-
cost of pollution abatement is asi-,amed by the residents. As
prices rise, quantity demanded decreases, wages fall and the
companris forced to close its'doors. -This trecipitates the
closing of the ancilliary service indu-stries and the cl..y
'-dies. . -

,
i .

,

These two somewhat unreasonable examples illustrate a
major Obint. Both prodUctiOn and cohsumption'Of .a city's
economic output must be considered to analyze the effects of
pollution controls. A reasonable way to approach this'pro-

.blem is through economic base analygis.2 Cities which have a
. major portion,of their, basic exploymeht in heavy polluting
industries will bd less affected than communities whose non,

', basic industries z.,-e heavy polluters. SiMIlarly, a-heavy con-
centration of 4on polluting basic industries will cause large
benefits to accrue to the. city in question.

.

the.implications of this for center city populaces are
obvious. Those residents who are employed in basic industries
will feel the effects of pollution control first. Effects
will run the gamut from shut doWn to boom town depending upon
the characteristics of the product and production processes.
Non basic emploYment will be affected after the effects are
felt in the basic industries. Since.they-supply services to
the basic industries, non basic employment can_ be viewed as
the more unstabla, for they'are at the mercy of local market
fluctuations. C

At yhis time the questiorrof economic stability in the
center bity'can be approached. Depending upon the economic
base of the community, the effect of environmental controls
c), stability will vary. ,T'or example, if a heavy.polluting-
basic industry is required to make ever-increasing Invest-
ments in'plant and equipment for environmental purposes, then
consumption in the city will be induced to grow at a rate
which would appear to symbolize growth and stability. How-
ever, the acEleement of environmental obj'ectives will cause
a slow down in the investment function. Acting through the
accelerator, this slow down will detrimentally affect con-
sumption and indicate,a cyclical, if not 'declining, urban
economy. This scenario assumes benefits of increased indus-
trial investment accrue only to :the city in question. in
reality this .;.s not the case. Because no one urban area could,
.be'self-sqficient, the detrimental effects of pollution 1.,,n
trol can- not necessarily be balanced by the positive effects.
The scenario viewed above would only be correct for basic-
industries producing pollution control, equipment whose invest-

/

ment serves, to increase the efficiency of capital rather than
,
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decrease rt. Further, the rising prigas,necessitated by the
increasing cost of capital per unit of output will change the
demand-supply relationship of the firm impinging upon the
firm's ability to finance pollution expenditures. What
appeared to be an obvious conclusion has again been changed
by the addition of a structural factor. h_rlier labor mobi-
lity reversed a conclusion. Now the interdependency of urban
areas performs the same function..

.Again, the discussion is applicable to the center city.
Depending on the relationship of the urb'an area to other ur-
ban areas,'impacts on center cities will differ. A relative -}
ly economically dependent urban area will experience more /
violent fluctuations caused by pollution cOntrol than will a
relatively economically independent urban area. As for the
center cities, the more violent fluctuatibns experienced by
an urban area, the more violent the effects on'the center city.-

If we hypothesize that center city employment is'predomi-
nately basic, tnemployment trends will tend to, follow 'that of
the urban. area as a whole. If we ,hypothesize a predominately
non-basic. employment, unemployment fluc-Euations will be grea-
ter than those in the urban area as a whole; This can be
attribute& to the presence of an employment multiplier effect

41.

between the basic and non-basic induStries. /

To f_ urther analyze the effects-of pollution controls,
one must deal with the employment mix of'the. center city-
Employment mix pertains to the. ,number bf employees at each
income level. The obvious implication is that the high in-
come persons wotld experience less of the effects of pollution
controls than low income persons. Price rises are more easily
absorbed, Since these people arel'usually better educated, the
jobs are more secure. Their mobility is higher and hence,
greater opportunities are afforded to them. None o, these
characteristics are true for center city residents who are
predominately poor, aged and diSProportionately black. The
phrase describing employment stability here is last hired,
first fired. As indicated earlier,-mbbility is seriously
hampered by cultural and economic factors.' In other words,
because the emploYMent mix is heavily weighted towdrd the low
side; the effects of pollution control will be more severe in .
the center city. Unemployment will be higher. Ability to
absorb price increases on consumer goods will'be lower.

. VIII.0 Summary of Macro Impacts

,

The severity of economic dmpaCts from pollution controls
upon ,thti center city depends upon three interrel _ed factors:.

,.
city size, industrial

,

mix and employment mix. Generally, the
center city functions much like a one indusEry.dependent small

. town. Because .of this, the industrial mix,is very basic, i.e.
most goods produced.there are exported. Finalfy, the employ-
ment mix is heavily weighted toward the lower income side.,
All of these factors imply very strongly that enforcing pollu-
tion controls uniformly will have significant detrimental eco-,
nomic impacts upon the center city, Economic impacts which

ti
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dre..more diffi6ult to beqr than those-of urban areas as a_
whole. .

It is now worthwhile to view some specific economi'c im-
pacts of pollution contras on the center city resident.
Where possible, dollar values will be used .to illtistrate'the
impacts. -

VIII.D ImPac- of Air Pollution Control
Nr,

The major leg=islative act to consider in air pollution
control is the Cle&n Air Act (CAA) plus all of its .various
amendments. The general economic effects of implementation
of this act have been examined. Indications are that imple-
mentation of CAA by 1975 in-all statesiwill have the follow-
ing general economic effects:

.Manufacturing Prod
Manufacturing Inve
Personai Incope
Govenment-Rd'verme
Unemployment

uction decreasea 1.5%
stment -- decrease 21.0%

-- decrease 0.6%
decrease 0.7%

--,increase .019%

This assumes no goiiernment-assistance in the form of tax
writeoffs, exeMptions, investment tax 'credits, grants or loans
and load gtiaradtees. The figLres-represent national averages
In reality, the heayily industrialized area of the Northeast
and Great Lakes will be most severely impacted. Furthermore,
Within these regions, center cities wilf-be hurt the worst.
Some general rilmpacts to be considered are rent increases,
unemployment increases, and decreasing health costs.

Rent increases will be piecipitated by a lack of invest-
ment capital flowing into the center city housing market. A
tightening housing Market will be manifested in increasing
rents. Also, municipal taxes and utility rates will increase
as utilities comply with CAA and municipal governments deal
with the ever-increasing city tax base. All o.this implies
d--higher cost of shelter for :k:he center'city'r&sident. A- rise
in unemployment vka the mechanisms Aescribed earlier is inevi-
tabld. Given the employment mix of the center city', the re:-
sults of ,enforcing CAA might increase center city unemploy-
ment two op.three times the national aVerage.

Decreasing health costs-are an obvioud benefit of.air
pollution control legislation. Loye and Siskin3 argue the,
following cost-saving would accrue if air ipollution in major
urbah areas was lowered by 50 percent:

Cost Saving/
Disease DeclineEin Incidence Year (milrions)

Bronchitis
Lung Cancer
All Respiratory Disease
Cardiovascular Disease
All Cancer

Total C

25 - 50% $256 - $.560 .7 I

25% 33
25% 1222-
10% ". 468
15%

. 390

.
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This is appipximately 4.5 percent of all costs of morta-
,lity and morbidity. Although these savings would not accrue
equally across urban areas, substantial benefits woad accrue
to center-city residents 9ver the long term. .However, cer-
tain negative social costs are attached to declining mortality
These implicatiohs are drawn later in this report.

In an effort to comply with CAA, it is possible that cer-'
tain cities (EPA identified New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Los Angelds, Denver and Washington).will have to limit auto-
mobile use in the downtown area.V- The effeqts of this type
of action on local merchants who provide employment for center
city residents are unknown over the long term. Certain cities
have banned automobile traffic in downtown shopping areas at
selected times with mixed results. One point must be stress-
ed. Limiting access to the center city also serves to limit
access out of, the center City. Unless there is some alterna-
tive means of transportation mass transit) actions in
this direction could wreak havoc with the urban economy and
the center city resident.

,
VIII.E Impact of Water Pollution Controls

Both industries and municipal governments will be taking
action ,in efforts to eliminate water pollution.' Federal law
limits effluent discharge by industry into waterways. The
law requires the use of the best practicable technology for
effluent control by 1973. Certain industries such as paper,
chemicals,.oil, pl&stics and textiles will be the,most affec-
ted .Jyy. the requirements. The degree that production
ties of these industries awe located in 'center cities will
determine the effect-of these pollutionicontrols upon the
residents. Unemployment mould be the major effect caused by
control's on these industries.

Governmental action to curb water pollution will be dir-
ectdd in three major areas that will have substantial impact
upon the center-city resident: drinkillig water, waste water
treatment and recreational facilities. In efforts to improve
drinking water, the Federal government monitors and classifies
municipal water supplies according to pressure, and health
requirements: Impacts of this action ppon'center city resi-
dents is'negligible. However, if a government were to outlaw
lead pipes used for drinking water transmission in an effort
to improve city water quality, there would be significant.
effects upon center, city residents: YirSt, those residents
who owned homes with lead-piping would be required to replace
it with copper,or some other acceptable material. Similarly,
landlords would be required to replace all lead piping their
housing units or face condeutnation.,Neither resident nor
landlord could bear the cost

'of

removal and replacement. A
reasonable estimate for this type of work would be $1500 to
$2000,,per unit.5 Landlords would be unable to sustain these
expenditures without raising rants. Home owners would also
be exposed to, economic_ hardship if forced to bear the cost.
Although municipal or Federal fundf.ng of this type of program
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is a possibility, the revenues would have to comefrom taxes
which would be unfair to those not receiving he benefitsl.
Whereas this might be'tolerable on a scale stch as the Federal
programs today, the cost of replacing all piping. in homes
built bdfore copper (around 1945) and plastics (around 1965)
were used would be absolutely staggering.

Governmental action ,to improve waste water treatment in-
volves funding and constrliction of sewers and sewage treat-
ment p4lants-. _Althoughthd,Federal government is financing 75
percent of the cost many cities will still have trouble raisr.
ing trip needed capital.- Increased taxes and sewer connection
fees along with some type of long term financing, e.g. munici-
pal bonds, seem to be the only reasonable methods for raising
the necessary capital. In any case,, the center city resident
will be forced to assume some of the.costs. An interesting
point arises -hen one considers the effects of public works-
construction. The fact that gthiernment expenditures in an
area stimulate local economics is well.known. In fact, pub-
lic works expenditures can be used to revive urban economics
suffering from other.- pollution coAtrol impacts. The benefits
accruing to the center city economy because of the public
works project might well exceed the costs incurred by the.'
residents...,

A final area of government action will be the improve-
ment of water based recreational facilities. 'The/proximity
and availability of the Wroved water based faPility will .

'determine its usage patterns among center city residents.
Taxing the center city resident to improve facilities that
are relatively unaccessible to the center city is subsidizing
other areas cC the city at the center city's expense. To the ex-
tent -that the improved facilities are available to, the center
city resident will deterMine the impact of this effort upon

-the center pity.

VIII.F Impact of Noise Pollutia.Control

I The major sources of urban noise were discussed earlier
in this report. 'Noise levels were'shown to be higher in the
center city than in the urtan area as a Whole. The,,Arts of
icalieting" the center city would probably not have much effect t.

upon center city residents. Obvious exceptions to this would
be industrial noise and noise from transportation vehicles.

Forcing center city' industries to quiet their production
processes or Move to outside areas that permit existing noise
levels causes unemployment to.rise. The mechanism being simi-
lar to that of air and water pollution controls. Similarly,
effecting noise controls upon transportation facilities would
re-Ailt in higher user costs. This would be true for buses,
subways and other mass transit vehicles. Traffic noise could .

be lowered by the reroubing of all non essential traffic.
However, the problem would not be so,lved, only transferred to
another area. 0
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VIII.GImuct of Solid' Waste Pollution Control

The basic economic question in solid waste pollution con-
trol is who will pay for'the'necessary effort to achieve-a
'cleaner, more livable center city. Over 75 percent of solid
wastelcollection and disposal'costs are directly paid in the

'form of taxes, user charges or fees for service.
Because the center city resident pays less taxes and

generates equal or greater waste than his,suburban counter-
part, the service being provided (assuming equal performance
levels} has'greater economic efficiency in the center city.
Therefore, an increasedincreased service level in the center city :

without a diftbrential tax increase to the center city resi-
dent provides him a positive economic gain._ Similarly, the
development of alternative means of solid waste disposal pro-
vide a net economic gain to the center city resident because
of the relatiyely small venter city tax base.

VIII.H Some'Other Impacts of Pollut ion Controls

The economic impacts of pollution control upon the/cen-
ter city in the areas of radiation and pesticides ar'e'very
small. The area of pesticides; however, is worth mentioning.
Eliminating pesticide /pollution in the center city would -pre-
cipitate rapid growth in the numbers of household pests. If
single use, non toxic pesticides were developed. and marketed,
there would be a net economic gain.- Household pests would -be
eliminated and a major health hazard would be minimized.
However, if the urSe of agricultural pesticides was severely
curbed, negative effects in.the form of higher food prices
would face the center city resident.

t/III.H.1Social Costs

It is felt that the center city is more than an economi-
cally determined subsystem. To the extent that application
at uniform environmental cohtroIS will affect the entire sys-
tem of the center city, it is necessary to follow its logical
ramifications to the center city as a social. structure. The
question Of uniform pollution control as a diseconomy to the
employment base of the Venter city has been well pursued,
As indicated at the outset of this report, the critical struc-
tural factors ri any move to improve the center city
environment should be agF, size and density. It will be shown
now, that these three factors are associated with the proba-
ble social posts involved in uniform enforcement of Federal
pollution controls in the center city. The social costs to
be examined here are transportation, housing, age distribu-
tion, the labor force and migration.

The obvious result of applying uniform Federal controls
is positive from the standpoint of the center city. That is,
a metropolitan center city 16cale,which meets Federal pollu-
tion standards would be an upgraded environment. Given the
unique characteristics of the center city, the negative
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implications of uniform enforcement may be less obvious.
Paramount among these are social costs.

It has been Stggested,by classical urban theorists that ,
th5 city is a COMplex.of social and cultural factors consti-
tuting a distinct way of life. It is argued here that the
environment can be considered an inherent component of the
center city life style. EnVironmental .concerns then become
.lifs-style concerns. The question then becomes one how does
uniform enforcement of pollution controls disrupt the life
style of the Center city population? Further, it can be ask-.

ed whether or not elevating the center city environmentto
domply_with Federal standards will produce,,stresSful living

-conditions in terms of certain social parameters. Finally,
it is felt that measuring social ramifications is a valid
technique in assessing the equity of applying uniform pollu-
tion controls to the center city locale.

vIIY.H.2,Housing -

Housing problems associated with uniform enforcement
are primarily those resulting from- structural- obsolescence
and overdrowding of center city dwdlling units. AcCording to
the National Commission on Urban Problems, a,greater incidence
of substandard and crowded housing units exists in the center
city than in the suburban locale. The Commission also points
out that housing probleNS in center city poverty,areas are
more acute than in the center City as- a whole. It is hypothe-
sized that. application of current and proposed Federal- envir-
onmental Controls may increase the proportion of substandard
housing in, the- center city. Air, water and noise controlg
would significantly alter the types of currently acceptable
internal heating, plumbing and insulating systems in center_
city-houses. For example, if all landlords and homedWners in
the, center city were required to insulate housing units to
'meet Federal noise standards,, the result'might be abandonment
of the housing 'unit rather than payihg the dollar costs of
insulation. Investigation is needed. to determine whether or
not present housing structures in zthe center city can with-
stand -the installation of,new heating, water and insulation
systems. Further, if abandonment of center city'hcusing Units
is a probable outcome of uniform enforcement, research is.need-
ed to determine the resulting relocation needs and preferences
of the4.center city resident. One possibility"to an abandoned
house.when relief.housing is unavailable or nonexistent, is
squatter settlemits. It is hoped that this latter alterna-
tive is not within the-realm of pdsgibilities, but it is high-
ly improbable. Empirica3, research would provide a basis-on
which to calculate the probability of =all possible outcomes k
to the question of center city- housing and uniform pollution

-Controls.

VIiI.H.3 Transportation

The second area of social consequences of uniform enfor-,
cement is transportation. It mas shown in the discussion on.

7
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the demographic composition of the center city that the pbpu-
lation of the center. city is dipproportionatelylblAk. It
was, also pointed out that'the center city has a higher percent
of the population over age 65 and a lower median income than
the suburbs. Firdt, it can be assumed that a population with
a large percent aged and lower income, families would.be depen-
dent on public transportation. This assumptioi may not neces-,
sarily hold for blacks,6 bus- for the argument here, its Valid-
ity is assumed. Second, if applidation-of uniform environmen-
tal controls reduces the'number o± automobiles or buses in
the-center city either through increases costs or restrictive
'entry measures, it is hypothesized that trapsportation for
center city residents may prove tb be oppressive. Lack df
adequate transportation to,places of employment, medical care
and schools may put these -places cut of the reach of the aver-

,

age center city Fesident.- .

'The appiicdtionof a Federal, pollution,pontrol whichre-
duces the availability of public transportation in the center
city would .have the effect of increasing an already severe .
problem. Data for'the 123 largest cities in:the 'metropolitan
U.S/indidatesthat the emphasis of local governments is to-

_ ward mtnicipal-highway,expenditures and away from- public trans-
portation. The more local ,governments allocate monies to
highway6,-the less the number of buses-in the city.7. A- more
=significant problep with,present piiblic,transiortation is the
relationdhip between increased demand and supply functions
the center city. It-is- assumed that a characteristically poor
and, nonwhite center city population would transmit a greater
need for public transportation than the, suburban population.
The reliance can commuter, transportation, especially the auto7
mobile-, reduces the suburban demand on, local, interurban
transportation. It would appear then that as the. penter.city
poor and black population-increased, the supply of Public
transportation would also increase, Further, it is'hyPothe-
'sized that as.poptlation density increaspd i_n the center city,
public transportation would also increaser The latter'would
alleviate traffic,conges ion and the associated pollution pro-
blems. Empirical finds s indicate no relationship between
the number 9f buses and increased population density within
the center city locale (r=.09). Similar findings were evi-.
dence for change in percent poor and change in percent non-
white populations. The interpretation of the findings indi-'
cates that increased public transportation demands as measur-
ed by increases in the center city poor and tonwhite popula-
tions, is not met by increased 'supply, a_s measured by,the
number of blIsess in the center city.s.

It is argued here that consideration of the current
transpoitation picture in the getter city must be made before
uniform,Federal pollution controls are applied. The data
show thatthe center city locale's of the Metropolitan area
have ,a critical'shortage of public transpOrtation. Moreover,
municipal governments apparently.are unresponsive to increas-
ed transportation needs. The most significant finding in the
analysis of transportation in the center city was the fact
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that approximately 67' percent of the 'variation in bus short-_,
ages in the center city is explained by increased pbpulation
size (r=:82). It is suggested that-this inadequate supply of ,

. public transportation has forced center city and suburban
workers to.rely heavily on private automobiles. The "Survey
of Working Conditions, 1970" found that 70 percent of the
workers interviewed rode tomork in their own'cars or motor-
cycles.9

VIII.H.4 Age Distribution

.

Age distribution is the third maSor,category,in,,Which
.application of Federal pollution controls may produce signi-
ficant challe's in the social structure of the.,center city.
It is proposed, that the imposition of,any Federal control
which 'decreases envirOnmentalNshealth'affects.may conceivably
alter birth and death4rates in the center city. It is` hypo-
thesized that deaths related to aim' pollution episodes and
excessive heat may be reduced thrpugh environmental controls.
Data presented earlier pointed Out that high risk populations
for heat:related deaths are the poor, aged and Idack resi-
dents of the center city .10 Further, infant populations ex-
posed-to higher'lead concentrations,11 virus contamination
of water12 and excessive heat3:3 in the center cityhas been .

shown to contribute- to the ihfant mortality rates.
Second, the dynamics of the age structure of the center

c ity works in conjunction with'improved health 'conditions
and cOrresponding'drops in the martality rates: A center
city affected by the application of uniform Federal environ-
mental controls will probably improve the health conditiong '

in the area: It is hypothesized that such an impagt on health
conditions would be evidenced in a declining mortality rate.
The most marked decline would be in.the very young and -very
,old segments of the.population, thoge under 10 years of age
and over 0 .14 The subsequent drop in infant and aged - deaths
as. a result of Federal environmental controls will provide a

-center city population with'a larger proportion young-and
aged than exists currently. Further, there is evidence to
suggest an' effect on increased birth rates. empirical
evidence can be'established between virus induced spontaneous
abortions and potentially hazardous Virus contaminated drink-

. ing water, then it is possiblto predict a- relationship'be-
tween improved drinking water.and increased birth rat g.15

VIII. -H.5- Labor Force Participation

.

The impact 'bf uniform Federal enforcement of pollution
controls and the ramification's -to the economic base of the
center city.has been thoroughly analyzed.However, the conse-
quences to the.labor force and the implidations of migration
of workers remains to be discussed. First, it ,is proposed
that one important impact of uniform Federal pollution con-.
trots on the center pity taill be decreased labor force parti-
cipation for certain sectors of the center city population.
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pro-
duce

it is . proposed that a decredsed labor force will pro-
duCe increased but-migration from the center city.

One method of analyzing the degree of labor force parti-
cipation for a,populati2n is 'the unemployment rate. It is
hypothesized that the greatest impact of applying uniform
environmental controls wi!llbe decreased labox force partici-
pation of the center city minority population. A utilization
of race.:-specific labor force participation data adequately
reflect this° predicted negative change in labor foxce partici-
pation rates. Again, it appears 'that the.ramifications of
uniform Federal pollution controls to the center citIr will
confound'an already negative situation. Unemployment rates
in 1970 for all males in the center city locale was 4.9 per-
cent compared to a 3. -6 percent rate in the Subdrbs. For fe-
males, 'the rates were reversed 5.0 percent and 5.2 percent
respectively. (These figures reflect the fact that most su-
blirban females arm classified as housewives and do nbt parti-
ciiDate, in the labor force). Forthe black population in the
center city, the male unemployment rate was 7.5 percent. The
figure was 7.8 percent for unemployment for black females in
the center city for 1970. K

Consequently, the labor force participation for the cen-
ter city.malepopulation, as measured by unemployment.rates
in 1970 was 1.3 percent less than-the Suburban labor forCe
participation .e For females, the center ,city.-suburban differ-
ence was negligible, a 0.2 percent increase in 'unemployment
for suburban women. A.control for race indicates a 3.91per-
cent increase in unemploiMent,for black center city males
compared to whitd suburban males. in addition,.the race -
specific figures for the femdle metropolitan population-thews
a higher,unemployment rate for black center city females than
the white suburban and white center city,females. .(7.5 per-
cetyt compared to5.2 percent and:5.0 percent respecavely).

It was pointed out kn the section of this paper ion sour-
ces an .1,hture of water poliution that certain industries conk
tributed heavily to the differential level of waters pollution
in the center city. The mean values for black participation
rates in -c.hir -teen indus-tries range from 6.6 percent to 21.8
percent. The grand mean is 14.2 percent. 'With respect to
the p'revious discussion on the impact of uniform Federal
pollution controls on center city" transportations it is sig-
nificant that 21.8 percent of black participation in the
metropolitan labor force is in local and interurban transit. ,

On the,average, -almost 14 percent (13.9%) of tile black labor
force participation is in contract construction. An astonish-
trig 29.0 percent of this participation is, in-Atlanta and a

another 26.
a.6

percent in Philadelphia. ,

The stociation between contract construction and differ- '

ential noise levels in the center city was reported earlier.
It is hypothesized that noise .pollution contkcil which affects
contract construction will consequently affebt the labor
.participation rates for that industry. It is predicted that .

this.will be a negative effect, thus reducing the participa-
tion rate of workers in this industrial sector particularly

A
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for the black population. .The\phenomenon of the "last hired,
first fired" may become operative.

VIII.H.6 Migration

To the extent that application of uniform Federal pollu-
tion,controfs increases unemplayient in the center City, it
is possible -that massive out-migration may take place over a
substantial-period of time. The population will seek employ-
ment outside of the center city. Second, if the controls.have
a differential effect on any particular region within the
metropolitan United States, regional migration may occur.
For exampte, It has been 6hown in the ea

e
j.ei section of this

report that air pollution differentials Oween the center city
and suburban loales are greatest in thgo-noraleast region.
Consequently, the application of a yniform Federal air pollu-
tion control uill'predictIbly.have. its.most severe impact on
the nartheastern center cities. It can be hypothesized that.
workers in that rion will respond to increased undAployment

. by poving to another region. Further, it is predicted-that"
the, migration patterns will be acroks regions such that a wor-
ker in a northeastern center city will migrate- to a center .

city locale of 'another region. Moredver, the possibility of
a regional center city to, suburb =migration is not' at all im-
probable. Regardless 91 the direction of the move, any sud-
den.changes in out-migration, from the center city will have
'the effect of redistributing the present metropolitan United
States population.

Conclusion

In:conclusion, the logical cons/ague/ices of the- applica-
tion of uniform-Federal pollution -contrdis inmetropOlitan_
'communities will be indeterminate changes in the-economic,
social,and_demographic structure-of center-city loCales.
FurtheremPirical research in the field of.uniforth Federal
-environmentarcontrols is seriously needed _before _definitive.,
conclusions- can -be reached-about the direction and magnitude
of expected change. The data-presented in- thiS report-have -.

been used - -to develop specific hypothese4 for empiriCal test.
Specifically, it is-hypothesizedthat the application-of
-form Federal pollution control -s wilZ:

dedreasel-the mortality rates in center city locales
ircrease-the-population-under age '10 over age 50
years= the center cite
increase the.birth,rate in the'center city
increase center city tiansportation problems -for the
poor -and aged

. .

4 increase center city housing problems, espeCially
increase housing abandonment'
decrease the labor force participation through
increased unemployment, especially for the;black
,population
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increase regional and-local out-migratio er the'
long teim
decrease center city population density
increase particular regional center city and suburban
deAsities
decrease the absolute number of marginal industries
shift the econbmic base of the center city, thus
cr ating severe unemployment problems in certain
se tots..
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FOOTNOTES

1. The reader should be advised that several references and
footnotes could not be located prior to final reproduction of
Section 8.0.

a

2. Industries which export are considered to be the generator
of thh local economy. These are termed basic industries.
Industries which serve the local market are termed non basic.
By calculating ratios (between basic and non basic industries
and assuming that these relationships hold constant over the
forecast'period, the economics growth and stability of a.com-
munity maybe yrojected, Usually these ratios are expressed
witicemployment data. A good reference for economic base
studies is Charles M. Tiebout, The Community Economic Base
Study, Supplementary Paper No. 16 (New York, Committee for
,Economic Development).

3. Lester B. Loye and Eugene Siskin, "Air Pollution and
Human Health," Science (August 21, 1970), pp. 723-732. See
pages 729-730-iH7.13a7Ercular.

4. Wall Street Journal, February.1, 1971, p. 2.

/ 5. Costs would vary significantly depending upon the number
of plumbing fixtures present, tile amount of pipe required and
the availability of piping substitutes (some areas require_
the use of certain t1 pes4bf Replacementof plumbing
Would involve removal and replacemint of walls,ceilings and
floors. Also, costs would be significantly higher in large
metropolitan areas than in small towns because of wage differ-
entials. (These estimates are based upon discussions with
Mr. Irving Kursh, Secietary-Treasurer-of Bell, Supply Co.,
Inc., Wilmington, Del.)

6. Difthrential ,consumption patterns for.the black popula-
tion would suggest a greater reliance on private automobiles.

7: Pamela C. Cooper, "Factors Affecting Resource Allocation
Within U.S. Citl,eg" npublished manuscript). A multiple
regression analysis evidenced a negative zero-order correla-
tion between municipal per capita highway eXpenditure and
number of buses (r= -.08),

8. Ibid. Zero order correlations-(r=.01).__--
p

9. University of Michigan Survey Research Center, "Survey of
Working Coriditions -.Final RepOrt" (1970), p. 247.

10. House Comiilittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Safe prinking Water.

11.p Ibid.
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12. Stanley H. Schuman, "Patterns of Urban Heat-wave Deaths
and Implications for Prevent.Lon," Environmental Research, V,
No. 1, p. 68.

13. U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee cn Labor and Public
Welfare, Lead Based Paint Poisoning Amendments of 1972,
Hearings before a Subcommittee of Committee on Labor and-
Public Welfare', March, 1972, pp. 9-10.

14. The mechanism through which improved health conditions
effect age composition is discussed by Bogue in Principles
of Demography.

15. A suggested association between spontaneous abortions
and potentially hazardous drinking water is presented in
Safe Drinking Water, pp. 379-404.
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